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SECTION I

INTRODJCIION

The response of aircraft structures to the blast overpressure

generated by a nuclear explosion is an important consideration of the

nuclear survivability for aircraft during several phases of its mission.

The computer code NOVA (Nuclear Overpressure Vulnerability Analysis)

given in References i and 2 was developed by Kaman AviDyne for the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) originally to predict the dynamic

response of individual aircraft structural elements, such as stringers,

frames and unstiffened panels, to the transient overpressure loads

associated with a nuclear burst. The NOVA-2S version (Reference 3)

extended the panel response subroutine DEPROP (Dynamic Elastic Plastic

Response of Panels) to handle flat or circular curved stiffened panels

in both the elastic and inelastic response regimes. Thus, NOVA-2S could

analyze stringers and frames in combinacion with the panel skin and,

thereby, represent major components of an aircraft, such as fuselage

sections and stiffened panels between spars and ribs of the

wing, vertical tail and horizontal stabilizer. While the NOVA-2S

computer code is used for nuclear overpressure loading, the special

version NOVA-2LTS is available for general pressure loadings and, in

particulc , for use with measured pressure test data stored on digitized

tapes.

The stiffened panel components of an aircraft can have arbitrarily

curved cylindrical geometry and nonideal boundary conditions. To

provide better approximate techniques for analyzing these complex

stiffened panel structures, NOVA-2S was modified in KA TM-118* and

Reference 4 to include free and elastic rotationally constrained

*Stagliano, T.R., Mente, L.J. and Lee, W.N., "Memorandum on the Support

Work for the STRESNO Phase II Test Program". Kaman AviDyne, KA TM-1II,

March 1979.
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boundary conditions, discrete linear elastic springs and forces, and a

method of analysis for an arbitrarily curved cylindrical pane] by

specifying initial radial deviations from a nominal, circular shape.

Thus, any combination of clamped, pinned, free and elastic rotationally

constrained boundary conditions are permitted coupled with either fixed

or free inplane conditions. The translational springs and inplane

forces can be used in conjunction with the normal and inplane free

boundary conditions to represent elastic restrained boundaries with or

wi~hout boundary loading. These new options within NOVA-2S will allow

the analyst more latitude in representing the actual boundaries of

aircraft panels.

The NOVA-2 response results have been compared with experimental

data from unstiffened and stiffened panels that have well defined

geometry and boundary conditions. These comparisons are presented in

Reference 5 and show very good correlation between analytical and

experimental results from various panels loaded by pressure pulses.

These results gave a good indication that the theoretical tramework of

the panel analyib i.. NOVA-42S for unstiffered and .tIff.ned panels in

both the linear and nonlinear response regimes was sound when the

geometry and boundary conditions are well defined.

The objective of this effort is to determine whether the NOVA-2S

computer code is applicable for arilyzing actual aircraft stiffened

panels consisting of skin-stringer-frame combinations. Shock tube tests

werL performed ny the Boeing Wichita Company in !A78 on a section of the

KC-135A aircraft's fuselage for AFWL and on the aft fuselage and bomb

bay doors sections of the B-52 aircraft for Defense Nuclear Agency

(DNA). A NOVA-2S correlation with the B-52 tests results is given in

Reference 4 in which good strain response comparisons were obtained for

the B-52 aft fuselage. These B-52 correlation results will be

contrasted with the current correlation w'.rh the KC-135A data since the

common two types of fuselage construction ate -epresented; namely, the

KC-0I5A fuselage is a stringer-fuselage viy n-.. and the B-52 fuselage is

a longeron-fuselage system. The string(.. tysrcm of the KC-135A fuselage

is characterized by numerous stringers attached to the skin and

supported by floating frames (not attached directly to skin) while the

10
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longeron system of the B-52 consists of four longerons supported by

frames directly attached to the skin. The frame spacing in the KC-135A

fuselage is double that of the B-52 fuselage which is a normal

difference between the two fuselage systems. Both these fuselage

sections provide a severe test of NOVA-2S capability to predict the

response of actual large aircraft components to blast overpressure

loading.

The shock tube test program for the KC-135A fuselage section was

used to evaluate overpressure damage to this structure with and without

internal pressurization. Extensive pressure and strain experimental

data were obtained and documented in Refer ence 6 for several

overpressure levels at two blast orientations. The measured pressure

data from these tests were stored on digitized tapes which are used

directly in this effort with the NOVA-2LTS code version.

Section II of this report presents a description of the KC-135A

tests and the overall test results. The NOVA-2LTS analytical models for

the KC-135A fuselage section for the various loading cases considered

are presented in Section III. In addition, new modificatitts of the

NOVA-2S computer code required to represent the actual structural

behavior are presented in Section III and the Appendix. The comparison

of the analytical response results with the experimental results are

given in Section IV for the seven selected cases under investigation.

Section V presents an evaluation of the NOVA-2S (and NOVA-2LTS) computer

code for predicting the structural response and damage occurring in the

KC-135A fuselage section. The conclusions and recommendations for this

effort are given in Section Vi.

11



SECTION II

DESCRIPTION OF IHE KC-135A TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS

1. GENERAL TEST PROCEDURES

The KC-135A test program was conducted by the Boeing Wichita

Company and documented in Reference 6. The overpressure blast tests

were performed at the THUNDERPIPE Shock Tube at Sandia Corporation in

Albuquerque, New Mexico. A r-ft section of the KC-135A fuselage from

BS 980 to BS 1100 was sealed with end bulkheads and was placed in the

19-ft shock tube and subjected to generated blast waves. The upper lobe

compartment of the fuselage test section was instrumented with pressure

and strain gages and these measurements were recorded for all test

conditions covered. Since the lower lobe of the fuselage has

intermediate bulkheads to strengthen this compartment, the upper lobe

compartment was considered the structural component to be tested and

analyzed. There were 22 shots in the test series at the Sandia shock

tube at two blast orientation angles, namely, 90 and 45*. The 900

orientation corresponds to the blast wave intersecting the upper lobe

compartment ýt the center of the crown (overhead burst simulation) while

the 45' orientation simulates a burst between overhead and side-on.

Eight unpressurized test shots were performed at the 90* orientation
2from overpressure levels from 0.3 to 3.5 lb/in , and two unpressurized

shots were performed at the 450 orientation. Twelve pressurized test
shots were performed at the two orientations at various combinations of

internal pressure and incident blast overpressure. The upper lobe

compartment of the KC-135A test section was pressurized for these test

shots. From these 22 shots seven were selected for the KC-135A

correlation with NOVA-2LTS and are given in Table 1. There are four

test events at the 90- orientation and no internal pressure, one test

event at 90' orientation with internal pressure, and two test events at

45- orientation with and without internal pressure.

12



TABLE 1

SELECTED BLAST SHL S FOR CORRELATION

Shot No. Event No. Blast Incident Internal

Orientation Overpressure Pressure

(deg) (lb/in ) (lb/in )

6 78-112 90 1.52 0.0

17 78-130 90 1.95 0.0

5 78-105 90 2.50 0.0

22 78-140 90 3.50 0.0

21 78-139 45 2.10 0.0

16 78-129 90 2.08 2.5

20 78-138 45 1.85 2.7

2. TEST SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION

The KC-135A fuselage is a stringer system type, that is, a large

number of evenly spaced longitudinal stringers are attached to the skin

and supported by circumferential frames attached to the inner flanges of

the stringers as shown in the end view photograph in Figure I and in a

more detailed view in Figure 2. The test section was six bays long from

BS 860 to BS 1100. End bulkheads were attached to the skin ard

stringers of the fuselage section by a series of angle clips around the

circumference of the section. This fuselage section consists of upper

and lower lobe compartments separated by a floor system between 141 202

13
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Figure En d V'iew of K,ýC-135A Fuselage section
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Figure 2. Detailed View of KC-135A Fuselage Section
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and UL 210 as illustrated in Figure 3. The upper lobe compartment car.

be pressurized and was for some of the tests. The upper lobe

compartment of this truncated fuselage section is the component that was

instrumented to measure the dynamic response from a simulated blast

overpressure. It should be noted that this fuselage section was part of

an airplane that underwent full-scale fatigue tests prior to this 22

shot test series. Hence, the structure of the test specimen had been

worked and certainly represents Joint conditions common to those in

airplanes that have logged significant flight time.

Figure 3 shows two views of the KC-135A fuselage test section.

Figure 3b illustrates the side profile view of the upper lobe

compartment while a cross section view at BS 1040 is given in Figure 3a.

In the six bay test section, five Z-section frames of 7075-T6 aluminum

are spaced 20 in apart at the body station designated in Figure 3b.

These frames are attached by two fasteners (see Fig. 2) to each of the

31 hat stringers of 7075-T6 aluminum which are evenly spaced around the

4 icircumference of the upper lobe. There are three types of hat stringers

and the number in parenthesis at each location indicates which type

exists at BS 1040. It should be rioted that, in general, a stringer is

not homogeneous over the entire length of the fuselage section. There

are splices at which the cross section changes irom one type to another.

ThL cross section dimensions of the Z section frame and the hat uection

stringer are given in Table 2. The type of skin fastened to the

stringers varied over the upper lobe compartment as shown in Figure 3b,

where the skin is divided into three areas indicated by the dashed

lines. In the crown area above stringer S-7 the skin is 0.0 6 4-in

7075-T6 aluminum. Side skin of 2024-T3 aluminum below stringer S-7 and

between BS 980 and 1020 Is 0.064-in thick while between BS 1020 and 1080

the skin is 0.051-in thick. Above WL 230 the fuselage cross section is

circular with a radius to the out'r skin surface of 72 inches. Below

WL 230, the cross section deviates slight<- from a circular shape and

the frames are deeper in this region. Above WL 230 the cross sections

of the frames are constant. It is noted that the frame and stringer

cross sections are formed and, therefore, have rounded corners.

16
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TABLE 2

FRAME AND STRINGER CROSS SECTION DIMENSIONS

_IFD/

B ~(TYPI E

Uppex Frame Stringers

ftDimension Frame I Stringers

4 I

Type I Type 2 Type 3

A 2.44 2.24 2.76 2.76

B 0.9 0.76 1.0 1.0

C 0.9 0.74 0.88 0.88

D 0.33 0.25 0.3 0.2

E 0.33 1.25 1.25 1.25

T 0.064 0.051 0.056 0.064

R 0 .25 ! 0,3 0.16 O. 16

All dimensions are in irches

Ii
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3. TEST INSTRUMENTATION AND RESPONSE RESULTS

The test instrumentation consists of pressure transducers and

strain gages placed on the upper lobe portion of the KC-135A fuselage

test section. At BS 1038, 22 pressure transducers were mounted to the

fuselage at approximately 10' intervals. Uniaxial strain gages were

placed on the inner and outer flanges of all the frames of the test

specimen with major emphasis on the central frame at BS 1040. Shear

rosette gages were also mounted on the web of the frame at BS 1040. The

locations of all this instrumentation are given in Reference 6. In this

correlation effort, emphasis was placed on the response of the flanges

on the central frame at BS 1040. Thus, Figure 4 shows the approximate

locations of pressure transducers and the strain gages on the inner and

outer flanges of the central frame. The inner flange gage designated by

A is located on the inboard surface and the outer flange ga, designated

by B is located on the outboard surface. The rosette gages are not

shown since they were not used in the correlation. The more exact

positions of the pressure and strain gages are given in Table 3.

• 'The pressure data for each shot was put on a separate magnetic tape

that could be used directly by the NOVA-2 LTS computer code to define

the loading over the upper lobe fuselage section. These loading tapes

were used to create data files which were accessed through the AFWL

computer by designating the event number of the shot. The measured

strain time histories on the flanges of the frame at BS 1040 are

presented in plot form in Reference 6. The pressure time histories at

each position are also given in Reference 6. These pressure plots were

used to determine if any gage produced bad data, so that the

corresponding tape channel could be ignored it1 the pressure model. It

was found that only very few pressure channels had to be eliminated from

all the data sets used in the correlation effort.

4. GENERAL RESPONSE BEHAVIOR OF FUSELAGE TEST SECTION

The test shots given in Table 1 were selected for correlation

because they represent the various loading conditions covered in the

test series presented in Reference 6. In the test series the test

19
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TABLE 3

PRESSURE AND STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS

Pressure Gages Strain Gages

BS 1038 BS 1040

Gage No. O-Position Gage No. 0-Position

(deg) (deg)

PS-I 2.64 G4-1 3.8

PS-2 13.28 G4-4 21.0

PS-3 22.43 G4-7 37.1

PS-4 32.58 G4-10 50.9

PS-5 42.33 G4-13 65.1

PS-6 53.07 C4-16 78.8

PS-7 63.02 G4-19 91.4

PS-8 73.16 G4-22 110.8

PS-9 82.91 G4-25 126.2

PS-IO 92.02 G4-20 133.4

PS-li 102.86 G4-31 151.2

PS-12 113.0 G4-34 165.9

PS-13 123.91 G4-37 179.3

PS-14 132.95 G4-40 195.7

PS-15 142.6 G4-43 213.3

PS-16 152.85

PS-17 162.74

PS-18 173.48

PS-19 182.89

PS-20 193.43

PS-21 202.68

PS-22 213.13
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specimen was exposed to blast overpressure loadings from directly above

the crown and 450 tu the side as shown in Figure 3a. The longitudinal

axis of the test specimen was always parallel to the blast front. I-or

both orientations, four level,: of static internal pressure (0.0, 2.6,

5.9, 8.7) were investigated to determine the effect of internal

pressurization. Except for the last shot (22), the measured strains in

the frame at BS 1040 remained in the elastic range.

For the blast orientation of 90' and no internal pressure, incident

overpressure levels of 1.52 Win 2 (shot 6), 1.95 Win 2 (shot 17)

and 2.5 Win 2 (shot 5) produced maximum measured compressive strains

of 3200, 5000 and 6600 pin/in, respectively, at 18.25* to the right of
2

the center crown line. For the final shot, 22, at 3.5 Win , the

maximum inelastic compressive strain is estimated between 40000 and

50000 pin/in at 16.55* to the left of the center crown line before the

gage failed. Since the peak response is significantly off center in all

these tests and has switched sides during the final test, there are

probably anomalies in both the symmetry of the pressure loading and the

structure. If there are local weak points in the structure due to

fabrication procedures or the prior loading history of the fuselage,

these anomalies cannot be analytically modeled. For the blast

orientation of 45' to the right of the center crown line and no internal

pressure, an incident overpressure level of 2.1 lb/in 2 (shot 21)

produced a maximum compression strain of 4200 vin/in at 30.450 to the

right of the center crown line. This peak response position is 14.55*

to the left of the loading line. It should be noted that for a slightly

higher incident pressure (2.1 versus 1.95 lb/in 2 the 45' orientation

produced a lower peak strain level (-4200 versus 5000 )jin/in) than the

90* orientation loading. When internal pressurization was used in the

Lipper lobe compartment, the strain levels were significantly reduced for

the same incident blast overpressure. For example, with an internal

pressure of 2.5 Win 2 and an incident ovetpressure of 
2.08 Win 2

(shot 16), the peak strains were reduced to -1080 and +1270 oin/in from

the -5000 i2in/in in shot 17 (Ap = 1.95 lb/in 2 with no internal
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pressure. The strain response time histories for the pressurization

cases exhibited higher frequency oscillations. Further increases in the

internal pressure to 8.75 Wb/in2 from 2.5 lb/in2 only reduces the

peak strains by about 25% for the 2.0 lb/in 2 blast overpressure level.

In the final shot, 22, (Ap - 3.5 lb/in2) significant permanent

damage occurred to the frames irt the crown region of the upper lobe

fuselage section. A detail assessment of this permanent damage is given

in Reference 6. Briefly, in the crown region there was yielding in the

outer flange of the central frame. At several local positions in this

crown region severe yielding of the frame occurred which led to rupture

of the frame section. This severe damage was precipitated by local

plastic buckling of the outer flange of the frame and subsequent plastic

buckling of the web of the frame.
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SECTION III

ANALYTICAL NOVA-2LTS MODELS FOR THE KC-.135 FUSELAGL SECTION

Initially, a structural model of the KC-135A fuselage test section

was generated assuming that the pressure loading was symmetric for the

90* orientation case. This model took advantage of double symmetry and,

therefore, contained 16 longitudinal hat section stiffeners and three

circumferential Z section frame stiffeners. This first trial model used

34 modes and an integration net of 19 by 17, so that Central Processing

Unit (CPU) time on the CRAY computer was quite reasonable. From

response solutions for shot 5 using this model it was found that local

buckling of the skin between stringers had to be taken into account in

some manner that would not require a prohibitive number of modes and

integration points for an accurate solution. Furthermore, it was found

that the pressure loading for the 90' orientation was not symmetric

about the crown line and, therefore, a full model in the circumferential

direction would be required in all cases for an accurate -ilution.

However, the symmetric model was used to determine respon. senbilivi y

to various parameters such as spatial loading distribution, boundary

conditions, buckling criteria and skin thickness. Thus, in this section

the general structural model, the skin buckling method, the response

sensitivity and the final model description are presented.

1. THE NOVA-2LTS STRUCTURAL MODEL FOR THE KC-135A FUSELAGE TEST

SECTION

The analytical NOVA-2LTS structural model for the upper lobe

compartment of the KC-135A fuselage test section is based on the test

specimen description given in Section 11--2. For the analytical model

the geometry, boundary conditions, skin thickness, stiffener cross

sections and material properties must be specified. For the actual

structure described in Section 11-2, it was apparent that some

compromises would be necessary in the modeling for NOVA-2LTS. It is

recalled that the crown section or the upper lobe compartment is

circular above Wi. 230 and slightly deviates from circular between WL 230

and 210. Since the major strains occurred in the crown region of the
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fuselage, the modeling below WL 230 could be compromised. Hence, the

whole upper lobe compartment was assumed to be circular with a radius of

72 in to the outer surface of the skin. The subtended angle of this

stiffened fuselage panel was taken as 215.90 and the length of the six
bay fuselage test section is 120 in. In the NOVA-2LTS program the y

coordinate refers to the lmngitudinal direction and the B coordinate

refers to the circumferential direction. In the y-direction the

boundaries are assumed to be simply supported along the circumferential

edges that are attached to the end bulkhead by angle clips. In the

w-direction the boundaries are assumed to be clamped where the frames

intersect the floor of the compartment. Even though these assumed

boundary conditions are probably not exact and could be modified by

allowing elastic torsional constraint at the edges, the boundaries are
far enough removed from the crown region so as not to have a significant

effect on the major strain response. In NOVA-2LTS only one skinI% thickness can be specified over the entire panel while from Figure 2 it

can be seen that the thickness varies over the panel. So again based on
the fact that the majui strains occurred in the crown region: it is

assumed that the skin of this upper lobe compartment panel is 0.064-in

7075-T6 aluminum. The reference surface of the panel is set in

NOVA-2LTS at the midsurface of the skin, so that the radius to this

reference surface is 71.968 in.

The six bay test specimen panel was stiffened by five internal

frames and 31 stringers. The frames were spaced 20 in apart and the

stringers were evenly spaced around the circumference. In the final

structural model symmetry was assumed only in the y direction, so that

the model required just three frames to be specified. The hat section

stringers are attached directly to the skin and the flanges of the hat

sections are attached to the Z section frames. Thus, there is a 1.25-in

gap between the frames and the lower surface of the skin. The stringers

are assumed to have constant cross sections over the length of panel

based upon the cross sections at BS 1040. The type of cross section
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varies around the circumference as indicated in Figure 2 and Table 2.

The frames are all the same for the structural model. Their cross

sections are constant above WL 230 and variable below WL 230. Both the

stringers and frames are formed sections which contain rounded corners.

In defining the cross sections of these stifferjers for the structural

model the rounded corners are approximately taken into account.

¶Table 4 gives the cross section input dimensions for the three types of

hat section stringers and the variable Z section frame used in the

structural mode. For the variable section of the frames the cross

sections follow those given in Reference 6.

The stiffeners and the skin of the structural model are 7075-T6

aluminum. The material properties used in the model are as follows:

6 2
Modulus of Elasticity 10.3 x 10 lb/in

Shear Modulus 4.0 x 106 lb/in2

Poisson's Ratio 0.3
Mass Density 0.259 x 10- lb-s 2 /in 4

""i..d Strcs (eoasric model) 72000 lb/in2

Yield Stress (elastic-plastic model) 76400 Wb/in-

Strain Hardening slope 1.85 x 105 lb/in2

2. SKIN BUCKLING CRITERION METHOD

From the preliminary model of the KC-135 fuselage section for

shot 5 it was found that if the skin between stringers was not allowed

to buckle, very large compression stresses were generated in the skin.

These 0.064-in skin panels between stringers are separated from the

frames and are about 8.5 in wide in the circumferential direction and

120 in long. They will buckle elastically in the circumferential

direction at a low stress level. Therefore, their stiffness

contribution in the preliminary model was much too high and this caused

a very low response level of the fuselage section as compared to the

experimental data. Since the buckling ot these skin panels are very

important, a method of incorporating this effect into the structural

model was established.
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TABLE 4

STIFFENER CROSS SECTION MODELS

Stringers

Stringer 1 2 Segments 3 4

Type hi(in) bi(in) hi(in) bi(in) hi(in) bi(in) hi(in) bi(in)

1 0.051 0.76 1.0 0.102 1.199 0.183 1.25 1.33

2 0.056 0.985 0.95 0.112 1.194 0.201 1.25 1.58

3 0.064 0.985 0.95 0.128 1.186 0.201 1.25 1.58

Frames

(h = 1.25 in)
0

Segments

Posi- 1 2 3 4 5

tion .... ....
(deg) h'(in) bi(in) hi(in) bi(in) h (in) b (in) h (in) b h (in)

0.0 1.322 0.872 2.28 0.144 4.08 0.072 5.88 0.072 5.952 0.87

6.74687 1.322 0.872 2.28 0.144 3.84 0.072 5.40 0.072 5.472 0.87

13.4937 1.322 0.872 2.28 0.144 3.415 0.072 4.55 0.072 4.622 0.87

20.2406 1.322 0.875 2.28 0.144 2.965 0.072 3.682 0.075 3.754 0.87
26.9875 1.314 0.8866 1.58 0.1104 3.424 0.064 3.69 0.1104 3.754 0.8866
107.95 1.314 0.8866 1.58 0.1104 3.424 0.064 3.69 0.1103 3.754 0.8866
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A skin buckling criterion method has been developed and programmed

into NOVA-2S and NOVA-2LTS. This method provides a practical approximate

solution to a complicated local skin buckling response that occurs in

the fuselage section. The buckling of the thin skin panels between

stringers or/and frames of a fuselage section results from induced

compressive membrane stresses caused by the engulfing blast pressure

loading. To represent the local skin buckling modal patterns directly

into a NOVA-2S structural model of an entire fuselage section would

require a prohibitive number of incegration points and modes. A sr 'ter

time increment for solution would also be required which would result in

additional computer time. It should be noted that similar problems

would also exist for nonlinear finite element structural models in that

many small elements would be required to represent the local buckling.

For structures in which the response of the frames and stringers

are of prime importance, the skin buckling criterion method offers an

attractive alternative. In this method a critical buckling stress for

the skin panels is selected and when the circumferential compressive

,membrane stress in the panel reaches this value, the membrane stress is

reduced in some prescribed manner. This process is performed at each

'" integration point on the skin for each time step of the solution. If

the stress in the panel becomes lower than the buckling stress, the skin

becomes fully active again. This method requires the aefinition of two

parameters, namely, the critical buckling stress and the stress decay

constant. The selection of these two parameters were guided by static

buckling design procedures. Thus, the critical buckling stress can be

computed from various static buckling formulas for flat and curved

panels. It should be noted that panel buckling is influenced by

geometric imperfections (usually unknown), s:iap-through action (shallow

curved panels), dynamic effects and local panel boundary conditions.The

design procedure for fuselage sections (see Reference 7) indicates that

the effective area of the skin panels between stringers is reduced after

buckling by the ratio of the critical buckling stress (oc ) to the

applied stress (o ). Therefore, the stress reduction ratio evaluateda

for this method in NOVA-2S is (ocr! /a a , where n is defined as the
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the stress decay constant. For the 8.5-in x 120-in panels between

stringers of the KC-135A fuselage section, the static critical buckling

stress was estimated from the following buckling formula for a clamped

flat panel compressively loaded along the long edges:

Scr T 12(k 2 ) a)2 -2100 lb/in2

where
k C buckling coefficient - 4

E - Modulus of Elasticity - 10.3 x 10 lb/in

v Poisson's Ratio - 0.3

h - skin thickness - 0.064 in

a short length = 8.5 in

In the final NOVA-2LTS models, the stress decay factor (n) was set

at unity for the best correlation. The selection of n = 1 is consistent

with static design procedures and the n used for the correlation with

the B-52 aft fuselage section data in Reference 4. Thus. n was

permanently set in the program at unity and it was not introduced as an

input quantity.

To accomodate the skin buckling criterion method additions in the

DEPROP subroutine of the NOVA-2S and NOVA-2LTS versions, the following

modifications were made in the DEPROP input.

Group 1.0, p. 13.6 of reference 3, has been modified as follows:

Group 10 (3112) NL, NSHEAR, NBUCK

Number of layers. (NL)

(NL must he I for KTYPE = I or 2; and 3 for KTYPE = 3 or 4)

Core shear deformation option (KTYPE = 3 or 4) (NSHEAR)

0, no shear deformation

1, shear deformation included

Skin buckling criterion option (NBUCK)

0, no skin buckling

1, skin allowed to buckle
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If NSHEAR - 0 (Group 10) skip to Group 17K, unless NBUCK - 0

The following data group is included in Group 17.

Skip Group 17K if NBUCK - 0

Group 17K: (F12.1) BUCKS

Critical Compressive Buckling Stress, Win 2 (BUCKS)

(should be a negative number)

The changes in the NOVA-2S and NOVA-2LTS program listings to excend

DEPROP to include the aforementioned addition are presented in the

Appendix. It should be noted that the core shear deformation option for

honeycomb panels indicated in Group 10 is an in-house addition to DEPROP

that is not yet complete. Therefore, users should just set NSHEAR to

zero.

Since the frames of the KC-135A fuselage are not directly attached

to the skin, the skin buckling criterion was applied to all integration

points. However, in the case of the B-52 aft fuselage in Reference 4

where the frames are directly attached to the skin, integration points

alono the trames were excluded from the skin buckling opEion iLt OLdei Lu

allow for local fully effective skin. At present there are separate

options for each fuselage model which have been handled by internal

changes in the program. In the future, the fully or partially effective

skin options should become part of input groupings for specified lires

of integration points.

3. STRUCTURAL RESPONSE SENSITIVITY TO VARIOUS PARAMETERS

In the preliminary phase of this effort many KC-135 fuselage runs

were made with the symmetry model at relatively low CPU time to

investigate the response sensitiNity to various parameters, especially

those parameters associated with the skin buckling criterion method. A

summary of all these Luns are given in rable 5 which was organized to

indicate the response sensicivity to the spatial loading distribution,

stress decay constant, critical buckling stress, boundary conditions and

skin thickness. All the computer results shown in Table 5 are for
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TABLE 5

KC-135A FUSELAGE STRUCTURAL RESPONSE SENSITIVITY

(Shot 5, Ap - 2.5 lb/in )

Load Model Boundary Stress Decay} Buckling Skin Maximum
Conditions Constant Stress (psi) Thickness Strain

Codej (in) (Gin/in)

Loading Distribution

RS Sym. 21 0.33 -2000 0.064 -6900
'S Sym. 21 0.33 -2000 0.064 -5950
Full 21 0.33 -2000 0.064 -5430

Stress Decay Constant

RS Sym. 21 0.0 -2000 0.064 -5500
RS Sym. 21 0.2 -2000 0.064 -6500
RS Sym. 21 0.33 -2000 0.064 -6900
RS Sym. 21 0.5 -2000 0.064 -7150

S Sym. 21 1.0 -2000 0.064 -7400

Critical Buckling System

Sym. 21 1.0 -2000 0.064 -7400
y uy. 21 1.0 -2500 0.064 -7500

Ro Sym. 21 1.0 -3000 0.064 -7900
RS Sym. 21 1.0 -3500 0.064 -7300
RS Sy-, 21 1.0 -4000 0.064 -7800
RS Sy 21 1.0 0 0.064 -1500

Boundary Condition

FS Sym. 11 0.0 -2000 1 0.064 -6000
RS Sym. 21 0.0 -2000 0.064 -5500

S Sym. 22 0.0 -2000 0.064 -5250

Skin Thickness

ýS Sym. 1 21 1.0 1 -2000 10.064 --5500
S Sym. 21 1.0 -2000 0.0573 -5800
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2[
shot 5 at an incident overpressure of 2.5 bin and no internal

pressure. The load model, boundary conditions code, stress decay

constant, buckling stress and skin thickness are the parameters that

were varied in the preliminary analysis. Table 5 shows the result of

varying one parameter at a time based on the comparison of the raaximum

strain occurring in the flanges of the central frame. The load models

considered are the symmetry structural case using the right side (RS)

and left side (LS) loads and the full structural and load case. In the

boundary condition code the tirst digit indicates the condition in the

y-direction and the second digit the condition in the O-direction. A

number one (I) designates clamped-clamped and a number two (Z)

designates pinned-pinned.

The differences in the spatial loading distributions represented by

the three load models for the 90' orientation in Table 5 are not

significant from cursory comparison of pressure time histories, yet the

change in maximum strain response can be as much as 27% by simplifying

the full loading case by assuming symmetry. If the stress decay con-

stants were varied Efou thc linear reduction of stress (n 1) case to

the constant stress (n = 0) case, the maximum strain decreased by about

26%. It was also found that if the skin membrane stress was allowed to

vanish after buckling (n - -), the maximum strain increased by about 30%

based on the n = 1 case. When the critical buckling stress was varied
2

from -2000 to -4000 lb/in . the maximum difference in strain response

produced only an 6.8% change. Thus, the maximum strain response is not

very sensitive to the critical buckling stress at this low stress level

regime. However, when skin buckling is ignored (o c= ), the maximumcr

strain response reduced by about 80%. For the boundary condition sensi-

tivity evaluation the code 21 is considered the base case, that is, pinned

in the y-direction and clamped in the B direction. If the boundaries

are clamped in both direction, the maximum strain response increased by

about 9%. If the boundaries are pinned in both directions, the maximum

strain response decreased by about 4.5%. Since the location of the

maximum strain in the crown region is far removed from the boundaries,
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this strain response was not very sensitive to the boundary condition.

Since the skin thickness varies over the upper fuselage compartment,

response sensitivity to skin thickness was considered. A structural

model using an average skin thickness of 0.0575 in increased the

maximum strain response by about 5.5% over the model based on the crown

region skin thickness of 0.064 in.

Based partially on these results, the final NOVA-2LTS models for

the KC-135A fuselage test section used the full loading model (ie, no

symmetry about center of crown), a stress decay constant of unity, the

critical buckling stress of -2000 lb/in 2, the 21 boundary condition

code and the 0.064-in skin thickness.

4. DESCRIPTION OF FINAL STRUCTURAL MODELS

The final structural NOVA-2LTS models for the KC-135A fuselage

test section were constructed based on the information generated in

Sections III-1 through 111-3. In summary, the structural model uses

symmetry only in the y direction, so that the model has three Z-section

frame stiffeners in the ' direction and 31 hat Aectilon stringers

stiffeners In the y direction. A uniform 0.064-in skin was assumed to

e attached to the stringers and the frames are attached to the inner

flanges of the stringers with a 1.25-in gap between the frames and the

skin. All materials are assumed to be 7075-T6 aluminum. The fuselage

test section is 120 in long in the y direction and is assumed to be

circular in the 6 direction with a radius of 71.968 in to the

midsurface of the skin and a subtended angle of 215.9'. The Y

boundaries (circular edges) are assumed to be simply supported and the

B boundaries (straight edges) are assumed to be clamped. The inplane

boundary conditions are assumed to be fixed in both coordinate

directions. The loading model used the appropriate data tape and

assumed that the loading distzibution in the y direction was uniform.

There are two basic NOVA-2LTS models that are representive of the

seven shots investigated in this effort. These two models are given in

Tables 6 and 7 and ate based on an elastic response model (shot 5) and

an elastic-plastic model (shot 22), respectively. The data deck

listing for shot 5 given in Table 6 represents the model used for
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I
elastic solutions of the 90* and 450 orientation loading cases. This

basic model was used for shots 6, 17, 5, 21, 16, and 20, except for

minor changes in the pressurization cases. This model employed 7

symmetric y modes and 20 a modes and used 73 modal combinations for the

solution. The model used an 19 by 65 Epatial integration net. The

time increment selected for solution was 10 ms. The loading input

changes for the various shot events. The start times for shots 6, 17,

5, 21, 16 and 20 are 0.3725, 0.3451, 0.3, 0.33675, 0.3394, and

0.3458 s, respectively. In shot 17 channel 13 (123.90) had to be

eliminated as bad data and in shot 5 channel 3 (22.40) was also

eliminated as shown in Table 6. All the pressure data for the

remaining shots were fully usable.

For the unpressurized shots 6, 17, 5, and 21 the critical buckling
2

stress was set at -2000 lb/in . For the pressurized shots 16 and 20,

it was assumed that the internal pressure would prevent the skin from

buckling. Therefore, NBUCK in Group 10 was set to zero and Group 17K

(BUCKS) was eliminated. In order to include the internal pressure in

shots 16 and 20, KDS was set at 3 in Group 3 in both cases and Group 5
2

was added in vhich PO, was sez iL -2.5 and -2.7 ibiin , respectively.

The data deck listing for shot 22 given in Table 7 represents the

KC-135A fuselage elastic-plastic structural model. In this model the

modes, integration net and time increment are the same as the previous

model for shot 5. Since the critical buckling stress was set at

-2000 ib/in2 for elastic buckling of the skin, a large yield stress

value was inputted to keep the pseudo skin response elastic so that the

overriding buckling criterion would not be confused by inelastic skin

response quantities in the program. Therefore, only one skin layer was

necessary in the model. Since the stringers remain elastic during the

response, only a perfectly plastic material model was inputted with the
2

yield stress at 72000 lb/in . For the frames which went inelastic, a

more accurate bilinear representation was used by matching an actual

stress-strain curve for 7075-T6 aluminum. This curve fitting resulted

in a yield stress of 76400 Wb/in• and a strain hardening slope of

1.85 x 105 lb/in2 for the frame material. The start time for

shot 22 was 0.2949 s and all pressure channels were usable.
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The NOVA-2S (NOVA-2LTS) program was redimensioned for the CRAY-i

computer at AFWL to accomodate the models given in Tables 6 and 7.

These dimension changes are indicated in the common block listing given

in the Appendix.

The preliminary runs for shot 5 using double symmetry, 42 modes

and a 19 x 33 integration net used CPU time on the CRAY-I computer at a

rate of 70 s/ms of response. Some runs were made at about 40 s/ms of

response by reducing the integration net to 19 x 17. The final runs

using 73 modes, a 19 by 65 integration net and symmetry in only one

direction used CPU time at a rate of 234 s/ms of response for shot 5

and 292 sims of response for shot 22. The final mocels used for

correlation are probably conservative relative to genera- accuracy. By

reducing the number of modes to about 60 and 6 integration points to

33, a good model for frame response could be run at a rate of about

100 CPU s/ms of response. It should be noted that peak response

occurred within 6 ms of response.
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SECTION IV

CORRELATION OF NOVA-2LTS RESULTS WITH THE TEST DATA

The experimental strain results of the central frame from the seven

selected test shots are compared with the corresponding results from

NOVA-2LTS. In reviewing all the data it became apparent that there were

anomalies in the actual fuselage structure which could not be defined
for analytical modeling. Since strain response is very sensitive to

irregularities in a circular curved structure, position by position

comparisons did not make sense. Hence, for each test shot the overall

distribution of strain maximums around the circumference of the upper

lobe compartment of the KC-135A fuselage test section are presented from

experimental and analytical results. In addition, the strain time

histories associated with the largest of the experimental and analytical

strain maximums are compared for the outer and inner flanges of the

central frame. These experimental and analytical strain time histories
do not necessarily occur at the same circumferential position. The

elastic response cases at the 900 loading orientation (shots 6, 17, 5)

are presented first and then the 450 loading orientation case is

presented. Next the elastic-plastic response case of shot 22 is

considered. Finally, the correlation results of the pressurized cases

(shots 16 and 20) are presented.

For the 900 loading orientation and no internal pressure, shots 6,

17, and 5 produced elastic response of the central frame of the KC-135A

upper lobe fuselage section. In these three shots the fuselage test

section was subjected to engulfing blast waves at incident overpressure
2levels of 1.52, 1.95, and 2.5 lb/in , respectively. Figure 5 shows

the maximum experimental outer flange strain of the center frame at

three key positions in the crown region of the fuselage versus the

incident overpressure. These three measured strains from gages SG 19B,

SG 22B, and SG 25B indicate that the largest measured strain (SG 25)

occurred about 18 degrees to the right of crown center line. As the

incident overpressure increases the spread among these three

measurements also increases. The strain value for the measurement

6 J.
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Figure 5. Maximum Strain Versus Incident Overpressure for 900 Loading
Orientation on the Unpressurized Fuselage Section
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SC 22B, three degrees right of the center becomes significantly lower

than the other two measurements. This drop in the center strain

measurement is not consistent with the expected strain distribution for

a circular fuselage section or the analytically determined distribution.

This observation was the first indication that there may be structural

anomalies in the crown region of the fuselage. Furthermore, it will be

shown later that for the final shot 22, in which the material behavior

was inelastic in the crown region, the largest strains occurred on the

left side of the crown at gage positionb GS 13B, CS 16B and GS 22B.

Thus, it appears that the experimental strain response in the crown

region did not follow a consistent deformation pattern as the level of

loading was increased. The maximum strains obtained from the NOVA-2LTS

analytical model are also plotted in Figure 5 for incident overpressures
2of 1.52, 1.95, and 2.5 lb/in . These maximum strains occurred at

about seven degrees to the right of the crcwn center line and compare

well with the corresponding maximum experimental values of gage SG 258

(18 degrees to the right of center). Although the maximum experimental

and analytical strains compare very well there are differences in the

strain distribution patterns in the central frame. It should be noted
2

that shot 5 (AP - 2.5 lb/in ) represents a deformation condition that

is near the threshold of yielding for the frames of the KC-135A

fuselage.

A more in depth understanding of the strain pattern occurring

experimentally and analytically in the central frame is obtained by

examining the results generated in Figures 6 through 11 for shots 6, 17,

and 5. In Figures 6, 7, and 8, the circumferential distribution of

strain maximums for both the outer and inner flanges of the central

frame are given, respectively, for shots 6, 17, and 5. In these plcts,

the solid and dashed lines represent the strain distribution from

NOVA-2LTS analytical response calculations for the outer and inner

flanges, respectively. The circular and triangular symbols represent

the strain distribution from the various strain gage measurements for

the outer and inner flanges, respectively. The results from these

comparisons are consistent for shots 6, 17, and 5 and the following

observations are made:
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(1) The largest compressive strains occur on the outer flange and

in the crown region of the frame and the analytical and

experimental values compare well even though they occur at

different positions about 12 to 16° apart.

(2) In the crown region the maximum strains distribution predicted

by NOVA-2LTS on the inner flange are much higher (about

double) than the experimental values. However, it should be

noted that the inner flange strains would not be a governing

factor in the damage criteria used in NOVA-2S.

(3) The irregularities in the analytical strain distributions

about the center line of the crown are caused by asymmetry of

the loading, while the experimental distribution

irregularities may also be attributed in part to structural

anomalies as well as the loading asymmetry.

(4) In the crown region, the analytical results show stronger

membrane action across the frames cross section than the

experimental results.

In Figures 9 through 11, experimental and analytical strain time

histories are compared for the outer and inner flanges of the central

frame. The analytical and experimental time histories are given for

positions at which the largest of the strain maximums for each shot

occurred in the previous figures. Experimentally, the peak strain

occurred at 0 = 126.2' (SG 25) for all three shots. In the NOVA-2LTS

results, the peak strain occurred at 0 - 114.7' ftr shots 5 and 17 and

at 0 - 107.950 for shot 6. The general shape of the time history curves

compare well, although the phasing of curves differed by about 2 ms.

The maximum compressive strains occurred on the outer flange and they

compare well in magnitude for all three elastic cases at the 900 loading

orientation. Again these figures demonstrate that the NOVA-2LfS

analytical results show stronger membrane response across the frame

cross section. Possible explanations for the differences in the strain

distribution across the cross section and the phasing are cousidered.
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The most plausible explanation appears to be out-of-roundness of

the fuselage section in the crown region. Deviations from the assumed

circular shape would produce more bending action around the

circumference and also lower the frequency of response, since membrane

response is of higher frequency content than bending. It is well known

that the responses of circular shell structures are sensitive to

out-of-roundness (initial radial imperfections), unfortunately, the true

shape of the fuselage prior to each test shot is not known. If

out-of-roundness information existed for this KC-135A fuselage test

section, such data could have been incorporated into the NOVA-2LTS

structural model through the initial imperfection option in the code.

The inability of the NOVA-2LTS theoretical formulation to properly

predict the strain distribution across the frame's cross section given

the correct definition of the actual structure was discounted because of

the good results of previous correlation efforts in References 4 and 5.

In particular, the correlation of the B-52 aft fuselage results showed

that the frames exhibited very strong bending action in the region of

maximum strain which was predicted very well by NOVA-2LTS when the

actual geometry of the B-52 fuselage panel section was modeled through

the initial imperfection option.

In the KC-135A fuselage the frames are not directly attached to the

skin as in the case of the B-52 aft fuselage. The NOVA-2LTS formulation

is based on the assumption that plane sections remain plane during

deformation of the whole cross section which includes the skin and

frames. If the attachments between the stringers and the frames became

very flexible (sloppy) during the response this assumption could be

violated. However, since the skin between stringers buckles at a low

stress level, thv effect of such Joint flexibility on the strain and

stress distributions across the floating frames should not be an

important factor. In any event, such undetermined joint flexibility

would be difficult to model accurately with any structural response

code. It should also be mentioned that errors in the experimental data

are not uncommon, in particular, phasing and polarity errors generated
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during the data acquisition and/or reduction procedures. When the

correlation of results are performed soon after the tests, systematic

differences between analytical and experimental responses can be

challenged and the experimental data rechecked.

Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the comparison of experimental and

analytical results for shot 21 which was for the 450 loading orientation
2

at the incident overpressure of 2.1 lb/in . Figure 12 shows the

distribution of strain maximums which is dIfferent than those shown

before for the 900 loading orientation. The region of the largest

strains has shifted to the right towards the direction of the loading at

e = 153° for both the experimental and analytical results. On the outer

flange of the center frame the largest of the strain maximums occurred

at 0 = 1420 and 155' from the NOVA-2LTS calculations, while the largest

experimental strain occurred at e - 138'. This experimental position

favors the side where the maximum experimental strain occurred for the

900 loading case at 0 - 126*. This trend again indicates the

possibility of a structural anomaly on the right side of the crown

region. The largest experimental and NOVA-2LTS strains differ by abouL

10% on the outer flange. On the inner flange in the region of maximum

deformation the analytical values are significantly higher than the

experimental values in the same manner as the 90' loading cases,

thereby, indicating more bending action in the experimental results.

Overall the distribution comparison for the 450 loading case is more

consistant than the 900 loading case. It should be noted that with the

loading direction nearer the floor support, the analytical strains at

the right clamped edge are higher. Since the experimental strains at

this boundary position are about the same as in the 90' loading case

(shot 17), the floor joint with the fuselage is probably somewhat

flexible. Figure 13 compares the experimental and analytical strain

time histories of the largest peak strains. The phasing differences are

less for the 450 loading case than the 90' loading case. The experi-

mental strain distribution across the frame's cross section exhibits

more bending action than the analytical results.
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In the final shot, 22, (900 orientation) at an incident over-

pressure of 3.5 lb/in 2, the frames went inelastic over a large region

of the crown and at four positions severe plastic buckling of the

center frame occuired leading to rupture of the frame at three of the

positions. Figure 14 illustrates the distribution of strain maximums

over the circumference of center frame for the outer and inner flanges.

Along the position axis cross marks indicate the locations where plastic

buckling of the frame occurred. The experimental strain distribution is

misleading in that the severe plastic deformation at three of these

positions are not represented on the plot because the strain gages were

outside this local area of deformations. At 9 - 91.4* gage GA 19 was

located in one of the local buckling areas and large plastic strains

(over 4%) were measured before the gage became inoperative. The three

other positions (cross marks) would have shown similar plastic response

on both flanges if gages had been placed there. The yielding strain

value is indicated on the ordinate axis of Figure 14. The experimental.

and analytical strain distribution are different, although both show a

!a-So reginn of plastic deformation, from 450 to 1450 experimentally and

from 600 to 2160 analytically. Experimentally, the zone of maximum

response is shifted more to the left side of the crown which differs

from the previous elastic shots 6, 17, and 5. The experimental results

show concentrated locations (plastic buckling) of very large plastic

strains, (greater than 4%) while the analytical results show a more even

distribution in the crown region reaching about 2.5% maximum strain.

The NOVA-2LTS model does not at present allow for local buckling of a

stiffener, hence without these local failures present in the response

calculation the energy is absorbed more evenly over the frames. A

method to account for local elastic or plastic buckling of stiffeners in

NOVA-2S is discussed in Section V. Fir thone strain measurements not

affected by local frame buckling, inelastic strains varied between 0.8

to 1.5%. Analytically, the strain varied from 0.8 to 2.5% in the

inelastic region. The analytical results in Figure 1' show that large

strains were generated at the right s.de clamped position. The

experimental values near this position are still quite low, as they were
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in the elastic cases. This indicates that for this large deformation

response case, the clamped condition does not properly model this

boundary. It appears the floor system does not provide the rigidity

that was assumed and the frames may be primarily acting as full rings

around the entire fuselage. To remedy this situation in the future the

entire frame could be modeled. The clamped boundary may still not

significantly affect the strain response in the crown region. Figure 15

illustrates selected strain time histories on the outer flange of the

center frame. In this figure the two largest measured strains are

compared with the two largest analytical strains in the crown region.

The time of peak plastic strains compares better than in the elastic

response cases.

In shots 16 and 20 for the 900 and 450 loading orientations,

respectively, the upper lobe compartment of the fuselage was pressurized
2at 2.5 and 2.7 lb/in , respectively. In these two pressurized shots

the incident overpressure of the blast was at about the 2 lb/in2 level

which is comparable to the unpressurized shots 17 (90' orientation) and

21 (450 orientation). The pressurizatlon In shots 16 iid 20

significantly reduced the strain response in the frames of the fuselage

both experimentally and analytically as predicted through NOVA-2LTS. It

is recalled that for the unpressurized cases of shot 17 and 21, the

maximum measured strains were at the -5000 and -4200 win/in level.

Table 8 gives the maximum compression and tension strains measured in

shot 16 and 20 on the inner and outer flange of the center frame. It

can be seen that these strains are significantly less than the

corresponding aforementioned values. Shot 16 gives maximum strain

values of -1075 and 1100 pin/in while shot 20 gives values of -1000 and

1300 pin/in. Table 8 also compares the maximum compression and tension

strains predicted by NOVA-2LTS with the corresponding experimental

'alues. It was found that on the inner flanges for both shots the

NOVA-2LTS analytical strain maximums were higher than the experimental

values, while on the outer flanges the analytical values were lower than

the experimental values. Both the experimental and analytical strain

dý;tributions had irregular patterns which made a detailed comparison of
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Loading Orientation for Shot 22
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p
TABLE 8

STRAIN COMPARISONS FOR PRESSURIZED KC-135A FUSELAGE

TEST SECTION IN SHOTS 16 and 20

Shot 16 - 900 Loading Orientation
2 2

(ap = 2.08 lb/in , p. 2.5 lb/in2)1

t Maximum Frame Strains (pin/in)

Position Experiment NOVA-2LTS

Inner Flange 1100 1740

-900 -1085

Outer Flange 700 540

-1075 
-375

Shot 20 - 450 Loading Orientation

(Ap - 1.85 lb/in2, Pi 2.7 lb/in

t Maximum Frame Strains (win/in)

Position Experiment NOVA-2LTS

Inner Flange 1300 1925

-1000 -1570

Outer Flange 920 395

-800 -464
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results unfruitftl. The importance of these results is that both the

experimental and analytical strains show a significant reduction in

magnici.de from the internal pressurization. Many of the differences in

the results may b, the result of unknown structurai and geometric

anomalies wnose presence were suspected from previous unpressurized cor-

rvlations. Figures 16 and 17 show comparisons of selected analytical

and experimental strain time hisr-t'.s for shots 16 and 20,

respectively. In Figure 16 for the 90* loading orientation, the

analytical strain time histories at the two positions (0 = 87.70 and

67.5*) of maximum compression and tension strain on the inner flange are

compared with the experimental strain time history at the position

(0 - 110.80) for which both the maximuic compression and tension strains

occurred. These strain responses exhibit higher frequency content than

found in the unpressurized response cases. The initial strains at zero

time indicate the static preblast state associated with only the

interaal pressure loading. In Figure 17 for the 450 loading

orientatlin, the analytical strain time history at the position

(C - 141.70) where the maximum compression szrain occurred is compared

with the two positions (0 - 179.50 and 195.7*) at which the maximum

compressi.Dn and tansio? experimental strains occurred. The positions of

the maximum eyperimental strain are well away from blast loading

direction of 0 = 153', while the analytical strain time history occurred

near the loading direction.

Although displacements of the fuselage test section were not

measured, it is informative to present some of the radial displacement

results from the NOVA-2LTS response calculations. Figure 18 shows the

maximum inward rad'al displacement versus 'he incident overpressure for

all seven test case considered in this effort. For the elastic

unpressurizcd case, the response follows a linear path with increasing

overpressure, but becomes nonlinear as inelastic diformations occur.

The displacement for the elastic-plastic response case of shot 22 is

substantially higher Than that of shot 5 which produced response near

the threshold of yielding. The maximum displacements of the pressurized

cases were low in comparison with the unpressurlzed cases. Figurc 19

illustratts th? differences in the radial displacement distributions at
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I
the time of maximum displacement between the 90' and 45' loading

orientations for shots 17 and 21. Both peak displacements are very near

to the respective positions corresponding to blast loading direction.

Figure 20 contrasts the radial displaccment time histories for an

elastic response case (shot 5) and the elastic-plastic response case

(shot 22). Aside from the peak response being much greater, the

elastic-plastic response case has a longer period to peak than the

elastic response case.
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SECTION V

EVALUATION OF THE NOVA-2S COMPUTER CODE

In the past the panel subroutine DEPROP in NOVA-2S and NOVA-2LTS

has been evaluated successfully through comparison with available

experimental results and other nonlinear computer codes. It has been

established that NOVA-2S can accurately determine the response of well

defined structures within the framework of the theoretical formulation

currently programmed in DEPROP. These evaluations have been well

documented in References 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 for unstiffened and stiffened

panels. Recently, the correlation of NOVA-2LTS with B-52 aft fuselage

results from blast tests performed in a similar manner as the KC-135A

fuselage tests has been completed in Reference 4. These results

together with the results from this current effort are now employed to

assess the validity of using tht- NOVA-2S stiffened panel option to

predict the response of large complex stiffened aircraft sections. It

should be noted that Lhe B-52 and KC-135A fuselage secLionb represent

the two major types of fuselage construction, namely, the longeron

system and the stringer system, respectively.. Thus, the correlation of
blast test data from these two types of fuselage construction with

NOVA-2LTS structural model response results covers many modelirg

problems that can be anticipated for actual aircraft sections. It

should be noted that some of these modeling problems also apply to any

structural code, such as finite element code representations.

From the correlation results of the KC-135A and B-52 fuselage test

sections, it was found that the strain response of the frames can be

significantly influenced by the boundary conditions, the initial panel

geometry, the spatial loading distribution and the local buckling of the

thin skin between stringers or frames. In the B-52 aft fuselage

correlation in Reference 4 the NOVA-2LTS structural model had to account

for the noncircular shape of the fuselage section (through the initial

geometric imperfection option), local skin buckling between frames and a

boundary being close to the region of maximum strain. All these

ingredients were important in correlating successfully with the

experimental data using the modeling techniques provided in NOVA-2LTS.
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In this current KC-135A fuselage correlation it was found that apparent

minor asymmetries in the spatial loading distribution for the 90 _

orientation were important and therefore, the computer time advantage of

double symmetry could not be used. Furthermore, local skin buckling

between stringers was very important. For the KC-135A fuselage the

panel geometry and the boundary conditions were not major factors in

influencing reasonable correlation. The designed geometry of the

fuselage was for the most part circular, although the deformation

henavior pattern indicated that perhaps out-of-roundness or other

structural anomalies were present in this fuselage section. Such

possible anomalies could not he defined for modeling by NOVA-2LTS, but

the absence of finer geometry definition did not prevent a reasonable

correlation. The boundaries of the KC-135A fuselage section were far

enough away from the region of maximum strains that the assumed boundary

conditions were not an Important factor for the elastic response cases.

For the inelastic respense case the assumed clamped condition at Lhe

floor boundary appeared to be too severe. whether the higher iocal

plastic strains generated at this boundary affected the strains

calculated in the crown region was not pursued further, since the more

important effect of local plastic buckling of the frames could not

presently be modeled by NOVA-2LTS. NOVA-2LTS should be modified to

account for local elastic or plastic buckling of stiffeners. This could

be accomplished in a similar manner that the skin buckling was handled

in NOVA-2LTS. Each cross section segment of a stiffener would have a

critical buckling stress parameter modified by a plasticity factor and a

stress decay factor, so that the local stiffness of each segment could

be altered as buckling progresses through the flanges and web of the

stiffener. This is a recommended modification for NOVA-2LTS and

NOVA-2S.

In both the KC-135A and B-52 fuselage testing emphasis was placed

on measuring the response of the frames since they wzre the major

structural component of the fuselage panels. The thin skins of the

fuselages were undergoing b'ckling or wrinkling during the deformation

of the stiffened panel. it should be noted that once the skin is

allowed to buckle in NOVA-2LTS through the buckling criterion -)ption the
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true strain response of the buckled skin is uncalculable. If accurate

strain response of the skin was desired in these large structurally

stiffened panels a very fine rodel, probably producing a prohibitive

number of modes and integration points, would result. Whether such a

solution would be reasonable on the computer would have to be

determined. The same problem faces the finite element method in that a

prohibitive number of nonlinear finite elements are probably required to

simulate the local buckling patterns between stiffeners. If the

computer solution is unreasonable, the finite element method would have

to be modified by special birth and death options foi the elements to

approximately account for skin buckling as was presently done in

NOVA-2S. It should be noted that even if the skin responses were

directly modeled, the undefined initial geometric imperfections of the

thin curved skin would probably prevent an accurate determfnation of the

strain response of the buckled skin.

The correlation results from this KC-I?5A fuselage investigation

and the previous B-52 aft fuselage effort deaaoastrated that the NOVA-2S

or NOVA-2LTS computer code can predict the peak response of actual large

stiffened aircraft sections with reasonable accuracy (error less than

10%) in the elastic response region. Thus, for the threshold of

permanent damage criterion in NOVA-2S based on the onset of yielding,

the NOVA-2S peak strain response would result in a good prediction. In

the inelastic response region leading to catastrophic damage based on a

fracture strain criterion, the evaluation is more complicated. In the

B-52 aft fuselage tests, the frames failed under tension strain on the

inner flanges. This failure appeared (the strain gage failure at about

1% strain) to be premature for this fuselage test section and resulted

from small holes that were present in the inner flanges which probably

held cable harnesses in the actual aircraft. One longitudinal set of

holes in the inner flanges of the frames was very near the position of

peak tension strain 4nduced by the blast loading and all fractures on

the frames occurre" .hrough these holes. Thus, the fracturing of the

frames occurred prematurely as the result of stress concentrations

around the holes. How to account for such irregularities in the

structure (usually unknown) is a question thar can not be addressed in
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this effort. If the holes were not present in the frame, NOVA-2S could

give a good prediction for the B--52 fuselage of the peak inelastic

response into the strain region where fracture would normally occur

through a tension mechanism. Experience is needed in selecting the

fracture strain for the catastrophic criterion. In the inelastic

deformation shot for the KC-135A fuselage section, the severe damage to

the frames was caused by local compressive failures (plastic buckling

of the frame) which lei to fractures after severe buckling deformations

had occurred across the frame's cross section. This catastrophic

compressive failure mechanism cannot presently be predicted by NOVA-2S.

The NOVA-2LTS results of shot 22 showed peak compressive strains at the

2.5% level and no significant tension strains. Therefore, under the

present catastrophic criterion based or tension strains, NOVA-2S could

not predict this catastrophic failure of the KC-135A fuselage. Thus,

there is a real need for a compressive catastrophic failure criterion in

NOVA-2S along with a method to permit local buckling of the stiffeners

az diccuccd before.

The usual clamped and simply suFporteu buandary conditions

permitted in any structural response code can ouly approximate the true

boundary conditions found in actual large aircraft sections. Farther

refinement can be achieved by introducing o her flexibilities at the

boundaries through translational anu torsiornal springs to simulate the

stiffness of the adjacent s ructure outside the boundary. In this

method the difficulty is esi tmating aprior_ the proper spring constants.

The other approach would entail modeling th structure beyond the

apparent boundary of interest. This method which is certainly more

accurate has a significant computer time penalty. The NOVA-2S computer

code has presently the capability to persue all of these options, if

required to obtain reasonable results. Frcn the correlation efforts

involving the KC-135A and B-52 fuselages, it appears that good results

can be obtained if the boundary approa-hed either a clamped or pinned

condition. If the region of maximum s rain is far removed from the

boundary, the effect of the boundary is minimized for elastic response

of the structure. If the peak responze is occurring near a boundary it

is important to know whether the actual condition approaches clamped or
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pinned. When the displacements of the fuselage sections become large

when inelastic deformations occur, the boundary conditions become more

significant, but more evidence is needed to assess the overall

importance in predicting peak response away from the boundary.

In analyzing large sciffened panel sections from aircraft

uselazes, it is important to be able to handle noncircular geometry.

With the use of the initial geometric imperfection option in NOVA-2S,

arbitrary geometry ot a panel can be approximated. This method worked

well for the B-52 fuselage panel which had a very irregular geometry in

the circumferential direction as shown in Reference 4. The method for

computing the necessary radial displacement coefficients for a surface

which deviates from a specified circular shape should be incorporated

directly in the NOVA-2S code. It would also improve the geometry

capability of NOVA-2S to introduce a conical panel option that would

permit better modeling of a nose radome type of structure when used in

conjunction with the initial geometric imperfection option. The conical

shell theoretical formulation already exists as an option in the DEPICS

cylindrical shell code from which DEPROP was originally developed as a

cylindrical panel code.

With the increased usage of composite materials in aircraft design,

the elastic material model available in NOVA-2S could be refined to

include a more general anisotropic material. The present orthotropic

material model has been adequate in the past since the material

properties for the composite material are usually approximated by

specifiying the material in terns of the orthotropic material constants.

A more accurate description of a composite skin would contain constants

beyond the five orthotropic constants and they could be computed if the

detailed laminar construction of the skin is specified. It would also

be helpful in establishing better failure criteria for composites in

NOVA-2S, if the interlaminar shear stresses would also be computed for

the composite.

The pressure loadings on the panels generated in NOVA-2S from the

nuclear encounter should be reviewed and modified where necessary for

the varies aircraft components. At present, for panel analysis in
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NOVA-2S the pressure time history of the blast loading is computed at

the center of the panel and the distribution is assumed to be uniform

over the panel. This assumption was established when only small panel

components were being considered. Now for large stiffened fuselage

panel sections, the actual distribution of the pressure loading over the

panel becomes important. Thus, a new spatial loading distribution over

the large panel needs to be defined in NOVA-2S.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The general conclusions emanating from this NOVA-2S correlat.on

effort with the KC-135A fuselage test results are delineated as follows:

(1) It was found that the maximum strain response on the center

frame in the crown region of the KC-135A fuselage was most

sensitive to the local skin buckling between stringers ard

the asymmetries in the pressure distribution over the

fuselage's surface. Both of these effects were taken into

account in the NOVA-2LTS structural and loading model. The

skin buckling effect required a special modification to the

NOVA-2S program which is documented in this report.

(2) In the new skin buckling criterion option in NOVA-2S ir was

found that the peak strsin response was more sensitive to

the stress decay rate in the buckled skin than the critical

buckling stressa

(3) By examining the experimental strain behavior, it is

suspected that structural anomalies (most likely out-of-

roundness) were presents in the crown region of this

fuselage test section which had previously been subjected

to fatigue testing. Because such structural anomalies were

not defined for the fuselage, they could not be accounted

for in the NOVA-2LTS model; however, the assumed perfect

circular geometric shape still produced reasonable

analytical and experimental strain couiparisons.

(4) The main difference between the analytical and experimental

results, which could be attributed to ouc-of-roundness, was

that the experimental strain distribution across the frames

had more bending content than the analytical results

exhibited.
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(5) The structural model employed in this effort represented the

upper lobe compartment of the fuselage where the boundaries

at the floor intersection were assumed clamped. This model

was quite adequate for the elastic response cases, especially

since the maximum strains occurred in the crown region far

removed from these boundaries. However, in the inelastic

case where large deformations of the fuselage occurred, this

clamped condition appeared too rigid. It appears that the

floor system does not provide full rigidity, since the

main floor beam members are longitudinally oriented. The

frames are continuous through this floor Joint, so that the

assumed clamped condition is better than a pinned condition,

but there is an undetermined flexibility at this boundary.

This flexibility could be approximated by other boundary

options in NOVA-2S, if the joint stiffness was known apriori.

The most accurate method would be to model the whole

fuselage and absorb the computer cost penalty.

(6) NOVA-2LTS predicted the maximum strains which occurred on

the outer ilange of the center frame very well (within 10%)

for the unpressurized elastic response case at the 900

loading orientation. For the 450 loading case, NOVA-2LTS

predicted the change in strain distribution along the

circumference and the maximum strain quite well. For the

pressurized cases, NOVA-2LTS indicated the significant

decrease in the strain level that has occurred experimentally.

At these lower strain levels the comparisons of the maximum

did not show the accuracy demonstrated in the unpressurized

cases. This is not unexpected since low level strain response

is usually more sensitive to structural anomalies.

(7) NOVA-2LTS time histories of the maximum strains compared well

in general shape, but the phasing was off by about 2 ms.

The experimental time to peak was always longer which could be

caused by the greater bending content across the cross section

of The frame in the experimental results. Bending is a lower

frequency response than membrane action.
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(8) For the elastic response case in which the frames failed,

NOVA-2LTS could not predict the local plastic buckling of the

frames. Analytically, the energy was absorbed more evenLy

over the frames and the compressive strain levels reached

about 2.5%, while experimentally strain levels become very

high at local positions and resulted in rupturing of the fraple

at several circumfeiential positions.

(9) Overall, complex aircraft stiffened panels can be modeled by

NOVA-2S or NOVA-2LTS with confidence provided the user can

define all important structural factors involved in the real

structure and has a thorough understanding of all the modeling

options now available in NOVA-2S and how to apply them to

represent the real structure. For these large structures the

dimensions of the program had to be extended and the computer

time for a response run increased.

Based on the results of this effort the following recommendations

are given as follows:

(i) With all the modificatioms introduced into NOVA-2S over the

last few years, it is important to generate a new User's

Manual that contains a complete group listing, gives advice on

how to use the new modifications and gives information on how

to redimension the program for modeling the larger complex

airc-aft components. In addition, some of the modifications

require that changes be made in the strain and stress output

format of the program.

(2) NOVA-2S should be modified to handle local buckling of the
stiffeners elastIcally and plastically. In addition, the

criteria in NOVA-2S should be revised for catastrophic damage

to include a compressive type of failure through buckling.

(3) The blast induced pressure loading formulation used in NOVA-25

should be reviewed and modified if necessary, especially in

specifying a non-uniform pressure distribution for large pane].

structures. There are other less important modifications that

could be made to NOVA-2S and these were discussed in

Section V.
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(4) Many of the new additions to NOVA-2S should be more thoroughly

checked out by benchmark solutions using other structural

codes.
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APPENDIX

CHANGES IN IHE NOVA-2S PROGRAM LISIING

This Appendix gives the routines in NOVA-2S and NOVA-2LTS that were

modified for increasing the program dimensions and incorporating the

buckling criterion method. The COMMON subroutine in the Appendix reflects

the dimension changes that were made to accommodate the structural models

generated in this effort. The inclusion of the buckling criterion method

required modifications in subroutines DERVi, DERV2, DSETI, DSET3, SIGMA,

and SIGMAB which are given in the Appendix.
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Reproduced From
Best Available Copy

*rP. M!•:VF CK U N.OV A
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Reproduced From
Best Available Copy

1u-mt PREC~ S Xco f RE( 0),

ktC (,'mEC K( F41.145p xdE f ) XR E S (3, 3. .

3 'SVP j F 2 H P1 2 C N T (1 2 A )V

5 1F(!J0,P) t2 66V (1 0 ,Y~ ?) #0V ;F

*CO-PfECK CfHLO I

5 P~tC(73~ ,Ttl. Ii,? J"Skdo ,TIlrs.*I\.r, F)V ,NiI?1.1 ('I ;1q' 15)

r*r1,wf+CK CHLK2

I FPx(9c;r) ,FP5 (25 A 0 @ FPb(P&¶$,) .FF7( !',1j,) ,(;A I-fS5).01-C,
2 ý11Itc)t- I k14'9) rPI OA (55) F I -,L( 1?(14, XJ aXJ? XJ3, XJQ# VJ I, X I..
3 XLF .f1 XI; , xL I-,,,ALI, YL;#X1.3. )rI L1. XI. f, X I PP L(If J 00) ,f'NI (I( Ci )

5 FV? (r s" * Fv i i ?9 ,i F a vi ?býrf; I #V5 1. (13) POUTA ( ?(l

CfrMk' /Ck'I2'* 3/ rA t~ mrn (f o- 'i

SCemr-tor ),YYj

kC''.!I~~Ctii P 7
"t I I1r /1 -1. 0 1i L. r. C, ?C c r ir 7 9_ 741 C4 O

P t.~ d riJ , P c Ii ?i 5 T Cf- , I( F ) f f./p) b*' ( M ) 0x $ A r I fit.t ' -.L bA ?)

I f tI T C Q I'4M , ' T 1; 1 T r XI T~~ Z, A~A r x t, i- Y* 0

ItC F 7 IiiP

I JJ I ~'~Ut" :f O'~~ ( 7 "4(c0) 't (7- i li(;k 7()99) * .(7(-~
11tj 1(j95
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1 FM2FM22,FA.FM33
*COmOECK CBLKIP

CUMMON/CFILK12/ UELX(i,).TP(1) .PRES(1).PX(1)0 RRES(I)e
1 SIGX(1),XRFS(1. 1),XXI (I)

*CUMOECK COLK13
COMMUý'/C8L13/ DC.EC.EPSIFDGC.HMR,NL.i4NOUTRJfOTH.EIAO

*COmDECK CBLK19
COMMOK/MF~K15/ AAb(8.l?9.3),AASGU9,31).ASH(129,3),ASG(3l),BETC
1(129t3) .AIGJH(12'9.3) .BTGJC.(31) .RSTF8(, 129,'3) .BSTG(8,31) ,CAI.CA2

3.D33G(31).U'Oi)e(3).EPOG(3I).EPSR(3).EPSG(31),ESTR8(3),ESTPG(31),
4ETSTRF(3)eETSTPG(31),FIIG(31),F22H(129,3)gG8AHEB(3)eG8AHG(31)gIH08
5(1?9,3),H'G(31),biST8(8,129,3).,HSTG(8,31),KSB(3).K5fýX(129),KSG(31)
6,KSGX(129)PKSTIFKSUM(PO92).ft$IJPB(3),KSUPG(31),iXYX(L48q53LXMAXP

9SIGUGC(31),SIG0GT(31),SX(495),ZFHtEA.418),ZSTB(2.129.3J,ZSTG(2,31)
*CUmDECIK CBLK16

COMMO(M;/Cf4LKI6/ ALAa495),BEYr4Q5),EXI(4895),SIXI(4895)
*CO"DECK CBL917

COMMON/CF3LKI7/ A(0.0)A(G.10 A(0.~l
*CUMO)ECK CtHLANK~

cnmmotý/C8LAI'K/ C(NIOI~1,CNIIC8C,9~,EPI8O(1235) ,ETTSEX1DEXX,
I INVZ(2),I'SUMA(7U)95),KY(123'5) STT(1235),SXT(1235a),SXX(I?35),
2 SIA(76q5) ,52A(7e195).S3A(7fl95),SIA (?095) ,SSA(70q55),56A (71q)9)
3 UU(2A, 13) ,VV(20, 13).w~)(?0.13) .XITTXKXT,,XKXX,XIA (7095),
d X2A(7oq5) ,X3AL7O95)WXaA (7O45) .X5A(7095), X6A(7095).

*COmOECP' CBLKIS
COMMON /CRLKl8/ AI'ERC,(31).AI.EHS(l?q,3).C.C1IPFTZl (23fl),F1Z2(230),
I FTZ3(230),FTZ4(2303i,FX21 230)).FZ2(2(30)oFxZ3U1230),FAZI(~?3u),
2 G[4.GG,LrUT,Lk AH,LRG(10),LF.rjLfT(9q),LSf(I(O) ,LSHAfR.LS(i1JT(9i9),
3 LUSF.(1O.1f)l),3t1EAR.PE-STZfB(36]j ,PESTLG(361).PESAZF4(3b1j,

5 XLP7,XLP(',xzirz(3bl),XSXZ(36,1)
*DECK DERVI

StUeROUrTTNE 0LRPej

*CALL CSLKI
*CALL CBLK2
*CALL CRLK(4
*CALL CkKI
*CALL CBLKI1 Reproduced From
.*CALL CjNL'VA Best Available Copy
*CALL CSNOVA

*CALL CBLKtO

7F(M~SF(.i.)Ei~.) GO TO 1(',(
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log) CON T I tJE
K:O
00 500 1:IMGT
00 500 J=1,NBT
IF(NUSE(Je1).E(;.O) GO TO 500

s53:0.0
SS2=0.0
S$3=0.0
S34=0. 0
s5570.0

sss=0.0 Reproduced From
559:=0.0 Best Available Copy
SSI1:0.Cj
S S12= )*00
00 400 i:¶,riG

MM: (M-I)*NGT9I
FIll I F1.11 (Mkl)

FU22 = FII2U'M)
FVII = FV I(MPA)
FV22 = FV200m)
T1 = FP I(NIN
T2 = P (0I
T3 z FP3(i-',)
SI =D000
S3=0.00
S4=0.n

S7=0.(0

SQ:Z0.0

DO 200 l.'
IF(mUSF(A'tN).ErA.Q) GO TO 200

U M tIU U (N,wN)
VM4N:VV rr*,fwj

St = UINF*F U3 0,j1,,) +' Si
S3 = U M u* FU iJ( NI 1.9 S3

Sh = VP .* F:V 1,ioV) + S6

S9 = v--)NI*FPh (i-~i) + 57

200 CO)NTINUE

51=SI 'FUI22 SSI
5S2 z S1*FU?21 +4 S82

SSa = Su*FViII SS'4
SS5 =Sii*FVP2 + S:b5
S56 = Sb*FVII + SS6
S$7 = S7*Ti + 65
SS8 = S7*72 + a~b
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SS9 S9*T1 + S59
3310 :S7*T73 + SS~t)
SS11 311*T1 + SSi11
SS12 :S9*72 + SS12

400 CONTINUE
U(K)ZSS1
LIG(K)=5S2
UB(K)=SS3

V$(K) :SS6
VG(K):SS7

W(K)ZSS7Best Available Copy
WG(K)CSS8
AO(K)CSS9
vAGG(K)=SS1 0
"88~(K)ZSS1II
WGB(I()=SS12

500 CONTINUE

COMPUTE STPATNS A140 STRESSES

K:O
00 700 I=i.t.'Gr
K(2 = KSPtx(])
00 700 i=i9,PBT
IF(NUSF(J.I).EWJ.0) GO TO 760
K)1 = KSgkfJ)

UGF=UG (K)

VF :VtCp 1
VGF=VG(Ct)

VBF=VH9~(K)

r GF:OhG(KI'
DAf3F:R =V(K )

EXX=XL I* rUGF +XLI*(,-GF*rWjGF.0.-9* (ý';F**Ž+VGF**?,!JGF**2)))
EtTTXj*(VetMF+X*O,,RF+O.5*(,F+.5*8F**2tVF F*sr2.t!EjF**?)))

I kiGF) )
AC = xJ*vRF + Ll*itGF + 1.0
OWGGF G(K

hGPF = wf~e(K)

XKY = L7ki.GG;ý*AC
XKTT = Xj?*ý'iRFiI*AC
XKXT = X! 9*,/-G HF * A
IF(NPLT.Efl.O) G(-* io 600
FT T =ET r F *r ( ! i*V6F-n.5
t T =ET T+ F * C- ,- (' K)
EXT =Et+L*-GFV-(FvF
YKTT=XKTT+.J4J*vIF+XLI*tl(;F-fJF
X14XT:Xt'XT+XL1*vGf
A&C = j*.1ýF + viF
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XKXX z Xt(XX - XL?*iVdGGF*WF
XKTT z XKTT +XJ*Vi8F*(XJ*VFBF VýF) - XJ2*WF*VVBBF+

I(XJ*VBF - wJF)**2 + AC*(AC +' xJ*V~i8F)
XKXT = XXXT - XJ5v*WGBF*W4F + XL3*V'uGF*AC

b00 IF (NSHEAP.EGO~f) GO TO 605
X1 = XSX7(t')
X2 z XST2(9)
EXX z EXX +~ X1*(0.5*Xl - XL1*WGF)
ETT = ETT + X2*(4j.*X2 XJ*wvBF - CURftVF)
EXT = EXT - L1*o~F*X? + X1*(X2 - XJ*wIHF - CUR*VF)
XKXX = XI(XX - XL1*PESXZG(K)
XKTT = X'ATT - XJ*PESTZR(K)
XI'XT = XKXT -' XJ*PESXZR(K) XLI*PESTZG(t()

h05 IF (NOERV.EG.2) GO TO 64~0
CS11 CP1l
0811 DM1
FS11 FM11
CS22 CM?2
DS22 O"?22
FS22 F: F22

OSI = 1.0 Reproduced From
IF (KI.ECQ.() GO TO 610 Best Available Copy

0S33=0S33+n33G (Al )
SIG z STnEG(Kj)

610 IF (K2.ErJ.() 61) TO 620
CS22=Cm224C22e (J#K2)
FS?22FM22+F22t4(J ,,K)
nS22:r>'2?*0226 (J,KQ)

SIG = SlrG*SIF)EbEK2)
62n SIA(K) = LSII*EA.X + Cm12*LTT +FSI1*XKAX + FM12*XKTr

S2A(K) = C522*ETT + Ctml2*FXX t FS22*XKTT + FM12*XK~X

S3AUKi = CV33*EYXT + F0133*XKXT
IF (NJ8i!C.EU.O.0k.(,)CALL.GT.0) GO 10 6P5

G2 = CA22*ETT + C(t1r?*EXX +FtM??*XtKTT +FM12*XK)XX
IF (G2.rT.63tJ1Ct] bO TO 625
SIA(K) = CSI1*E.)% + FSti*xiKxY
S2A(K) = fCS22a'Cr-,¶22,TT+(FS?2F~I,2?)*XKTTtiUCKS*(Rt.C(KS/G2)**1e0IO
S3A(F) =CM33*EAT

625 IF (SIG.FG.6.fl) GC TO 630
S4~A(I) = 0S11*XKXA + DMt2*XKTT +. FSIl*EXX + FNm1?*FTT
SSA(K) = OS22*XK'TT + O~t2*XIKXX + FS22*ETT + Ff,-1?*EXX

S6A (K)=fiS33*XKAT+FM,33*FXT
IF (PN811CK.EQ.0.OMN.ICALL.GT.0) GO TO 660
IF (G2.GT.b(IICK5) 60 TO 660

S'AAW = CS1I*)t'KXX + FSRII*IEkx+ 0M,,12*xKTT + Ftý'12*EtT
55A(I') = OS?.2*XKI( F~S22*FTT + UN'12*XKXX + Fý"tp*kX>
Sba(K) = nS33*XIKXT +~ FM33*EXT
GU TO (,' - 0

b3n b44A(K) = :
S5A(K) =00
S6A(K)=0.
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GO TO 660

641) CALL SIGPA (JrI.K)
IF (K1.GT.0) CALL SIGMAR (K1,10vJvIK)
IF (IQ.(7T.fl) CALL SIGMAR (OK2PJ*I.K)

660 XIAMK z EXX
X2A(K) z ETT
X3A(K) = F XT
X4A(K) =XKYX
XSA(9K) Z XKTT
X6A(K) =XKXT

700 CONjTPIP'E

END
*D)ECK~ DERV2

SUORGUTINE DFRV2

*CALL CBLKI
*CALL C8LK2
*CALL CB3LK3
*CALL CPLKLS
*CALL CBLK1O
*CALL CBLK~15
*CALL C6LK17
*CALL CN("VA
*CALL CBLAWX
*CALL COLK'1?

900 IZ:C)

MMO:(IP-I )*'qG

IZZ12+1
sUHS:O .C
SVRS:n0 p

K=O

DO 17(it) J:1,i',GT

F011l Fill (IL"Wf) Reproduced From
FL122 0~-% Best Available Copy
FV11 = FV1 (PM~)
FV22 = V(?;

f3 FP3Hf;')
SU n.
SV C

PWL*A PrVAHi1

IF 'NS J ) fL.)GO TO 3J(iA
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IF (NUSEfJol).,(J.1) 60 TO 1600f
PQLM a PTNdA(J
P*IuNNVtqJ
UGFCUG (K)
USFmU8 (K)
VF*V(K)

VGF*Vb(k)
s@F aw(it.)
NGFChG (K)
"W6F3uF'(K)
wGGF a #eQGG(N(

OOGFzfWG(K)

IF(NU.EQ.0J PPfrZPM(K)
Pu a Ft1It1FU3(P1tjf
PUG x F1I??.FU3(NN)

PVG a FVPP*FV3(N'jJ
FYN a FVII*FV4(tjl-i)
Ph a T1.FP5PsN2 )
PitG = T?,FP50(NN,)
P006 2 TI' F 6 UWI')

PWGG a T3*FP5(0-"J)
Pvjbg = TI*FP?(r.Nj
PW~GI US TP*FPt&,,!jj

P EXX KV=XL 7* VGF 1* IPV
PEXXV.:xt 7*P%%.G*(r-GIF.OvGF)

PETTY = XJ*PV#4*t1,0 + XJ*ViiF)
PFTTv : = J2* #d6*('igF + nnbIF)
PEXTU:Jzx* (.113* (1.(',+xLl*IIGF),.XLI *utjF*PiiG)
PFFXTV 2 L1*(PVG*(I.! + XJ*VHF) + Xj*k'GF*PVB)
PEXTIN = XJ3*(P 'NU(4F~flwnfF) + PA*(V'BFtUWdF'))
P KXCXV.:RI7* 'P
P KT T6=X KJ?*~Pv fi
PK XTid:= jq*Pý.(;
AC c xj*vHF + IL1*PI!;F
PKXXU = XL1*XL?*,v6GF*Pt!G
PKXXV = x.J*XL7*oJ.;1F*PVR

PKXIMPKN*XX%* + XLT*PiAGG*AC Reproduced From
PKTTIP = XJ2*XL 1 *vibF*P1iG Best Available Copy
PKTTV = PVIP*XJ*XJ2*v.iAtSF
Pf-, T I i Pk~TT,.i + P"8.XJ2*AC
PKXTJ X s j4* AL I * %(IIF *Pt'(

PKIXTV z ifl. 3*AJ2*,,;tFf*PvP
PXW= *KT + j'5*PAS*IAC

IF (MSHF4AkE'-1.,.J GO TO tI&')

PF.KXv: z PFXX'- - -*X Pv(
PFTTV = FT1V1 - CokR'yX2*PV
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...NETTW z *PEtTTW - JX*Y
P XTV wýYE0XTV -CUR*XI*PV

118d (T ft 'ý-ý-EXT~ - XL1*X2*PWG -XJ*XI*PitH

S2ZO. 'Q*"
1F(NPI-4,Eg.0) GO TO 1200)
PETTV=PFTTVtPV*tVF+XJ*WBF) -XJ*YýF*PVfI
PETTV,=PETT - Pi'v*(1.O+WJ*V0F..i) + XJ*VF*PWBd
PEXTV=PEXTVI + ALt*(WGF*PV-.%F*PVG)
PEXTWN:PFXT~i + '(LI%(VF*PwG-VGF*PVN)
PKTTU = WL1*PUG + PKTIU1
PKTTVZXJ4irPVES + PKrrv
PKTTW=PKTTw P
PKXTV1XL1*PVG +PKXTV
PKXXL~j= PKXXfi - XL7*(PwGG*vyF + Pyý*o-GGF)
PKTTV = PI(TTV + AJirPVS*C4.idXJ*VFRF - 3.*NJF) +
IPV*(3.*YJ*tvoF + a.*VF)
PKTTVI = PKTTn + XJ2*PAF3R*(-WkF + XLI*UGF) + Pw*(2.*V'F-
I3.*XJ*VHjF - XJ2*WS~RF) + PKS.*XJ*(a.*XJ*WHEF +. 3.*VF)
PI(XTV =P'NXTV + XI.3*PV*PiGF
PKXTW = PKXT~v - AJ5*(PwGB*V:F +PfW*vGIhF - PAsH*,qGF) +

IPV~IG*XL3*(XJ*WBIF + VF)
Si = 0'v.r)(K) +. vqF

1200 PH = XLP?*PPP*Pt'*(AGF + O"4GF)
PV = XLPI*PPP*Pv*(XJ*(wgF + nv.RSF) + S2)
Pw = XLPI*PPf'*eF1*(S1 m XL1*UGF Y J*VBF -1.0)

FIJX 0,
FVx 0.

SIG=t *')

IF GUEvU~)tt Ti) t280l

IF IKSTIF.Efl.i)j 6U TU 27
ST IFFE'NFPS.
KU z KSGXtJ)
K~2 = K'SBX(i)
IF' (tclF.(Jr) GOJ TO) 12301 Reproduced From
SIG=SHnFG(K1) Best Available Copy
IJ = (K 1-1 )*. +. 1
KStIM Z XSi!M.Fý(IJ)

IF (KSO.M.L.T.-4SJ fu ru i ;I()
ELASTIC - Gill
GI Z C1IG(IK1)*XA(AK) +. FIIG(IK1)*X4ZA(K)

GS=033G(" I)*pfAb (Kj

F iX: PE.~x j*G7 4Ih K ~iJ*r flr5*PK X~TII) *CAI1 +F'iX
FVx:(PEXXV*Gt+PAAV*G',GS*PK'TV)*CA1*FVX
Fi=FEx*IPXmG4G*K~t*~+A
GO TO 123
IiF.LASTIC - f,-1A

1?AFS1 = )

FSP =
f-S3 = O
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0O 1220 KK=1.NS
L =Lu + KK
GI M AASG(KKI,Kfl*SX(L)
ZI Z ZFR(KK9 KI)
FS1 G1*(PEXXu+ ZI*PKXX~j) +e FS1
FS2 = GI*(PEXXV + ZI*PKXXV) +FSP'

12PO FS3 =Gl*(PEX)i + Z1*PtKXX~r) +FS3
7. ~G2:CAI*033G(Kl)*XSA(K')

FLJXZFSI*CA2(KI)+G2*PKXTU+FUX
FVXZFS2*CA(Kl3.4G2*Pe(XTV+FVX
FtPX=FS3*CA2(K1 3+G2*PKCTW.FNX ced *To

123nl IF (K2.F(Q.0) GO TO 1270 fl xaalecOW91

SIG=SIG*SIDEF&(IQ) 3aestp
14 = flS(;MF (K2-1)*Nt3AR +* J
K(SUM = xsumo(ljJ

NS =NSEGR(K2)
IF (KSlJM.LT.NxS) GO To 1246(
ELASTIC - BETA.
G2:C2?9(J.K2)*X2A CK)+FP28(JK2)*XSA(K)
G5DŽ223(J.K2J*X5A 'K)+F~I?(JK2)*X2A(K)
G6=D338IJ.K2)*AbA(K)
F UX(PE TTII *G244DK U .*G9,+PI( r,T*G6) *CAItFUX
F Vx=(PE TT V*G24+PK F IV*G5+PKXT V* *CA1+F VX
FwX (PETTw,*G2.ePK rfd4*(;S+PK X Tw*Gb) *CAI1 FKX
GO TO 1?70
INELASTIC - BTA.

12'40 F1=0

L = L0 + KK
G 1= A A S9(K K,, JK ) *S~XL)
ZI=ZFIj(KKKKK)
FS1 GI*(PETTu +ZI*PKTTtj) FSI
FS? = !1*(PETTV +Z1*PIVTTV) +F;

1250 FS3 =Gi*(P'ET1i +Z1*PKTTv.) + F53

FtjX=FS,1*CA3 (K.?) *;*PKXTU44F jx
FVX=FS2*C&3(K2);2P*PKxTV.14vx

KSIJP =KS.JMA(KJ
IF !KSliM.LT.LSAt'J 130 TC, 13(i0
IF(TfVF.E'9.3) Go rn 13no

G2=SA(K)
G3=S34(K)

G'a C SaIACK)
G5 = %9Ark)
Gb = h rl
Fl = ' +:*; t-1: Urofl,2 Pr'a 'j*rl3
FP = P...$Ii*G~4 +P~rT~j*r.5 +Plcxrf-l*c.6
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F3 =PEXXV*Gl + ?PETTV*G2 + PEXTV*G3
F4 = PKXXXi*GU + .P(TTV*G5 + PKXTV*G6
FS :PEXX'W'G1 + PE1TI*G2 +PEXTI'*G3
F6 =PKXXX4*G4~ + P~rTw*GS + PVXT6*Gb
FU : CN1o*F1 CNt1*F2
FV =CNiiO+F3 + Cjv11*F4
Fvo = CN10*FS +9 Ces11*Fb
GO TO .1500

1300 TOTUm=0.0
TOT Vmimo ('
TOTNMr = 0.0RerdcdFo
TOTLIB = 01.0RerdcdFo
T0TVS = 0.0 Best Available Copy
TOTmOe = n.0
00 t400 KK=1rL8Ai
L C JI + KK
St = IirOc(K)
S2= GX(KK)*Sl

G2 C 3TT(L)
G3 =SXT(L)
TOTU'4 = TUTUia + SL*(PEXXU*G&1 PETTLI*G2 + PEXTu*G3)
TOrt'6 T0014 + S2*(PKXXIJ*Gl +t PK.fTII*G2 + PKXIU*G3)
TflTVM = Tri~l+b*(PEXXV*Gl PETTV*G2 +. pExrv*G33
TOTVR = TflTV6 + b2*(PKXYtV*G¶ + PKTTV*1;2 + PKXTV*G3)
TOT~q T0Tw.m + bl*(PEYXAb*Gi +4 PETr.A*G2 + PEX1.A*G3)

1400 TOTwq=TOTI,,-e4S2*(PK~xx*G1 +PKTT.N*62 *PKXTv*G3)
FU =CN-8*TOTUM + CN9*'rOTuI*Slu;
FV= fltg*TUTVPA + C:.%19*TflTVn*SIG

1500 SU = (Fil + PlU +4 FuX)*PRLf'4 + I.1
SV = (FV +FV + FVIA)*PWLN'. + SV

S Yv= (v 4 P--. + V-XI*PP~L14 + 9k4'
lE64J0 CON IE

SUkS =S1IWS + vPNL'*SU
SVWS =SV'kS + K~.i3
ShFfS = SmiRS + PR'L 4*Sys

17 00 CONTI,,mE
ELASTIfl SPPIzGý..
IF (45,PP.Er3.fl) G-u TO) 174n
00 1730 1 1? : rvSo
Li = 'NSI-GR(I?)
L2 =-jSPt U(L12)
K =(LI1-I).'iT + L2~
BTrKL =IKL2)~P
IF (IU~wfL]2) - 2) 1710,1720.17?5

1710 SlIkfS = RI 6KL* .t'(k)*FUL (MMO~t.1) *F,13 (?J'I(r1L2) + SL'RS
GO TO) 173q

17?Pn SV)JS = 4tPL*vJtý*FV1(MM04.L)*F'i3(r ti?.JrIL2) + V~
GO TOl 1731,

1/25 S~vPS = PTG L*Yvdrj*FPt(mKOl. )41*&P',(c..i0L2) +34CfS"
1730 C(INT Iw,"E

I 7.4( IF (:Tur.'L..,17511
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DO 1746 I=1.NTSC Reproduced From
J 2TSLOC('I Best Available Copy
II = KTSW3(I)
GO TO (1742,1743#1744e17051# J

1742 K z II
SVRS = SWRS+XLP4*5IGC(I)*wG(K)*FP2(MMO+1)*FPS(NN0+I1)*HK(II)
GO TO 1746

1743 K = (f4GT-l).Nj6T + 11
ShQIS =SI1RS.XLPq*3IGC(I)*i#G(K)*FP'2(I1mU.NGT)*FP5(Nt'O+11)*HK(II)
GO TO 1746

1744 K = (IHmI)*r4T + I
SWRS = SiNRS+XLP5*?31GC(T)*LwB(K)*FPI(PimO+1I)*FP6(NNO+1)*HJ(II1)
GO TO 1746

1745 K =II*N8T
S"R =Sa.ljS+XLP5*3IGC(1)*tBX)*FP1(mmn+II)*FP6b(N]'fO~dmtT)*I.J(II)

1746 CUNTIf49J1E
1ISO IF (NIPF.EO.0) G~U TO 1780

n0 1770 1=1,4
IF CNFT(I.EQ.9) GO TO 1770
IN-PLANFE XTERNAL FORCES.
CALL IiNFOPC (FIP(tl .).TIP(1, I) .JLIP(I) ,NFI(I) .TlrvE.F)
IF (1-2) t752,1754,1760

1752 F = F*XLPbwFUI(,M0*l)+I
GO TO 1756

17514 F = -F*XZLP6*F11L#1ON1+1GT)
t756 n)o 175 J=1,Nd4r
1758 SLJRS = SOIPS - F*5FIP(,J.I)*FU3(,I1tO+J)

GO TO 1770

176fl IF (I.E'54.1f GoJ W 1762
F =FX)LP6*FV3edirjU+1)

172GO TO 1764
1762F =-F*XLPbaFv3(.wjt+--jT)

1766 SVWS =SVWS - F*SFIP(J.T)*FVIp(rAO+J)
1770 CONTII!UE
1780 IF (At3S(S~sRS).GT.1.tJE20) GO TO 2150

IF (KC0UtP.GT.11) GU TO 1790)
YY(IZ) = 5f.IRS*P4LU1IZ)
Yf(TZ.'.1Gf'9) a JNS*P.?LVjI1Z)

GO TO IAsO-1

UMS(17.+wrWRýJ=
mHS(TZ+AIGýJA2)= ,R

I 40t! CONT 11,0E
IF (KC01.JP.F-r.flh GO TO) 2200
00 1n jqoo .A ,: *Mf.-J

01 0.
02 l
03 i

0?) 1 1, -1 j )(- . + r~j

I85n 03: = + r-3
yy(M) = O1



YY(Me+1GMHI 0)2
1900 YY(MI~mGM6i2) U3Reproduced From

GO TO ?22A6 Best Available Copy

2150 KERR =

2151 FORMAT (301IOSOLUTIQN OIVERGIUG IN DEPROP)

2200 RETURN
ENO

*DECK OSETI
St'BWOUTIP+ LSET~I

*CALL CSLK1
*CALL C8LK2

*CALL CF3LK3
*CALL CRLK4
*CALL CBLK5

*CALL CKLK7
*CALL CbLIK9
*CALL CI6LK10l
*CALL C!RLK11
*rCALL CBLK13
*CALL CfRLK15
*CALL CHOfV%.
*CALL CBLANJP
*CALL CF3LKI8

INPUT DATA

REA0('i. 7('0) 11;Jý,H P ib P L A

READ (5,70(-6) (vU'i(I),.t01.r1)

READ) (5,70f-')) !4SY:A1G.PSYM8,NF~iV

IF (%NFt1V.Ef;..O) '4011V =11

READ) (.'it 70CCýf) tPL r* * 1R , , * C

)F (NN'flhJT.F(j.(P) (lu TO 7n

70 REAO(!,,7c!')) ONrP
IF (N~q~; GO TO 90
00 80 1=1,!-KP

IF (Kf)Ar..EL;. I Ai.'D KrTYPE Ef 14.3) t'xIýEkV 2
IF (TtE~J.'.nLtAR f
RkFAtI S, 70Oh) %j,1NSr1EAi?,NB1 CI

IF (()kTYPF+1)/2?..-E.) NSlHEAW 0

IF (KTYPE .LT.5)J I.L =3
IF (KT'rPF.LT.3) :,L =
4EAD (¶-,7 1 G) XLP, rHETAO, A
IF (ý;PL 1 Ffj .0) A=1 A1
IF (T'".UJ.) a;1 150
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100 REAn(5,7100) HMI4C) ,RI40M(I) .EM(I) Reproduced From
READ (5,7100) TNL'.SIGO.EPEPSIF Best Available Copy
GO TO 190

*150 00 t60 TIl,IiL
kEAD 19,7106) HM(I),RHiOM(1)
READ (5,7100) EXCI).ET(I).XXINJt(I),THNU(I) ,GXTrU)

160 READ (5,7100) SAT(I),SAC(l)
IF (KTYPF.NE.3,AMi).KTYPEj'.E.4) GO TO 190
IF (KCAJ4.NE.0) GO TO 190
READ (5,7100) ECvUC.OC

190 READ (5,7000) rNSPH.,NTSCCVFI(T).II,.)
IF (NSPR.EGO) GU TO 205
00 200 I1=1NSPR

POO READ (5,7110) I01R(I).N8PGt'rp)NSP8CI),8IGK(I)
205 IF (w4TSC.E(4.O) GU TO 211

00 210 T1.,NTSC
210 READ (5,7120) iSLUCCI).KTSGB(I),SIGC(I)
211 NIPF =0

DO 213 1=1,'J
NFIX = NFI(I)
IF (NFIX.EQ.O) GO TO 213
NIPF tiIPF + 1
NiFIXX IA14S(NFIX)
READ (5,7100) C III'(J. I) J:¶ .FIXX)
READ (5,71 00) LFIP(J. I) .J:1 .,F1XX)
NSF =NfHAR
IF (I.GT.?) N'SF = MSAI
NSFX = (S-F
IF (UIFIX.LT.C.) rNSFX =

* READ (5,7100) (SFIP(J.I),J=¶.f.!SFX)
IF (NSFX.GT.1) GU 10 213
U0] 212 J=2,tqSF

212 SFIP(jJI) =SFIP(1,I)

KSTIF =IASS(iNSG) + tAFIS(`-Se)
IF (KSTIF..tQ.Oi (COUtP =0
LSBAK = I
IF (rSHEAP.FU.0.)3 GO TO 216
READ (5,7100) CG6,.Gg
READ (5,70u')) LR63A,,LSSAP.L~tI1
READ (5,7000) (LLG(II=1tLfAI-)
'WEAD (5,700C) (LS8CI),I:1,LSEAP)
IF (LC"jT.EG.0) GU TO 21h
00 214 T=1.LU(!f

214 PEAD (S,7fOu) LKUtUT(I),LS('tUT(T)
216 tbUCKS=O.fl

IF(N8t'CK *GT. ý) kEh0(5.7100) 9I2CK5
IF (KSrIF.Et,.QJ GO TO 400
IF 0rISG.ECQ.0) GO IU 260

READ (5,7000) (K5G(I).T:1,.'4SGY)

JF (NSG.LT.0) 1ubGX I
00 220 =IP,.SGx

1 SIGubr(I) *STGUGC( i)
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lReproduced Fromn
ETSTPGI) 0.Best Available Copy

EPSG(I) z 0.
IF (NDERv.EU.2) READ (5,7100) ETSTRG(I)#EPSGCI)
READ(5,7000) NSEGG(I),KSUPG(I)
IF (SIOEG) .EQ.2.0) KSUPG(I) =0
NS = rqSEGG(1)
READ (5,7100) 8IGJG(I) .t0G(1) ,A"E@G(I)
0O 220 L=I,NS
READ (527100) HSTG(L.I).BSTG(LI)

2pQ CONTINUE
IF (NSG.GT.-2) GU TO 260
00 250 I=2,NSGY
SIDEG( I)5'QDEG(1)
E1STRG( I)=ESTRGt.1)
GI3ARG( I)=GBARG (1)
RHOSTG(fl:PiHOS1G(1)

SI60GC(I) =SIGOGC(1j
ETSTPG(I)=ErTSNG(1)
EPSGM = EPSG(1)
N~SEGG ( T) :r'SEGG (1.)
KS(JPG(I) = SUPGMl
fS=%SEGG(')
SIGJG(11T)~tGJG(1)

00 20J0 L=1,NS
HSTG (L , I)= (L. 1)

24~A tSSTG(L. T)=:r ',7(Lt'A)

250. COlNTINUE

26n IF (NS6.F(9.,') GIL- 1C QnrO

NSAY = ARS ýS6

IF (1'jSR.LT.0) 4~bf3x I
00 30(l I=I. Sý3)k
REAr)(c5.71i)o) SI0it~(I),FSTRiAT) .Gt3AhB(1),RHOSTaCI ),

¶ ~SIGU83rCJ).3tC-O6Cr1)
ETSTiRe(11=0
EPSB(I) =0.
IF (U:OY.1E',I.P) 'ýE,%, (9,71f0n) ETSTPH(IJ,EPSb(I)

IF (SI EC1(1).E;,.2.A) KStJPP(I) =0f

N'T3= .4SE( (rI)

00 30" t4,!.L I ,5TA..I

311-1 CUrNTV1ý-U
IF TI~G.2 14 nV nA

00FA 31):13(i
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SIGOBT(1 = SIGUt3T(1)

* EPSOMI = EPSOMI Reproduced From
NSEG9(I)=NSEGR8(1) Best Available Copy

NST9(I):N4ST83(1)
NS:NSEGS r )
NSTBX = NSTB(1)
00 330 K=1.NSTbX
8IGJB (K,,I )=IGJ83(K. 1)

RETC(K, I)=RETCLK#.I)
00 330 L=1.NS

330 SST8(L ~,I )=8STd (L,K(.1)
350 CONTIN.UE

400 READ (5,7100) ((FG(I.J),I=1.MB).J:1.,4G)
PEAD(5,7100) OELr1M.4,T3T0PPRNT~J
IFPINOUT.EC-.0) GU Ti) 21fl

PRINT OUT THE IN~PUT
vmRITE(b,7170)
V4RITE (b6,7200) MGvMB.N1RAR#NBAR.L6AR

"VRITE (b,7225) NSYMGNSYMB,.MPLT0 Nf3UV. NE>.iDNIDERV
wRITE (6.7600) ;qSG.NSE&.KCOUP
vfiRITE (6,.71 50) *',',,(JT

* ~~IF(NNOUT.GT.0) AkITE(b,718n) (M0UT(I) .NOUT(I). I~1.N~NQUT)
,%RITE (b#718 5 ) 'jKF
IF (tjKP.GT.n) -.RttE ~,7e)(KPG(I),KPS(I),I~t,kI(P)
oR ITE (b,,1160o) N4L.NSHEARf,1'3UC~ * XLP
IF(NPL'r.En.0J v,;RrE(6723V) THEITAO

IF (NDERv.EQ.2) GO TO 1180
00 11b0 T=l.NL

IX Gx(T),SAT(I) ,S'C (I)
IF (KTYPE.",E.3.Ad¶J.,TYPE.fP-E.4I) GO TO 1190
IF (KOAM.rE.fl) GU TO 1190'
,RITE (6,11900) ECDGC,0C
GO To 1104'

vVRITE (ba7300) Triu. SIG0.EPDEPSJF

IF (NSPR.EU'.n) GO TO 1210

IF (NTSCZ.Fi.0) GO~ TO 12P?5

I'l 1221) i1=1,-iSC
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1225 IF (NIPF.EQ~.0) GU TO IP-40 Reproduced From
DO 1230 I=Ipa Best Available COPY
NFIX = IABS(NFI(I))
'dRITE (6#12700) 1, (TIP(J#I).J:1,NFIX)
",'RITE (6,12800o) (FIP(J.I),J=1.NFIX)
NSFX Z NBAIR

IF (I.GT.2) NSFX =MBAR
IF (NFICI).LT.U) P4SFX = I
WRITE (6,12'900) (SFIP(J.I),J=1.NSFX)

IF (NFIX.GT.1) GU TO 1230
TIP(2,I) = I.E6
FIP(2,I) = FIP(1,1)

123n CON TIN11F
12140 IF (tNSHFA~i.E1),0) GO TO t2145

voRITE (6,13000) CrGG.G8
.ARITE (6,13100) LR8AtR,LS8ARLn1JT

,VRITE (b,133o0j (LSA3(1).I=t.LSBAW4)
IF (LOUT.GT.O)) WR~ITE (6,13140(1) (LRUT(Ii.LSOUT(I),I=i,LUULT)

12145 IF(NHUCK *GT. 0) ARITE(6@13500) BUCK(S
IF(NSG *Ell. 0) GIU TO 1300
neRITE (6,7700) (KSG(I).Il.,NSGY)
00 1250 I=l,r,'S(GK

~RITEb.75O ) IOLG(1),ESTRGfI),GBAPG(I) .RHOSTG(I),S1GU)GT(I),
ISTGOGC(I)
IF (NDERV.EO.2) iNHITE (6,7830) ETSTQG(I)oEPSG(1)

NS NSEGG(I)
DO 1250 L=1,NJS

1250 CONTINUE
1300 IF (N'S9.EQ.0) GU TO I'on(

f~kITE (b.M"I'O) ("()11.e'fY

WP1QTE(6,A(09O) SlIthR(I).ESTiRP(I).GRARI9(I) ,RHOSTR(T) .51GfcPT(1),

ISIGU03CMT
IF (fNijERV.Fj(4.2 *.,4HTTE (6#8010) F7STPIb(I3.EPSF3(I)
wRITE (6,8090) 4-6GF-(1),KSLP43(1),NSTP~(1)

NS= f!SFGS(l)

00 1350l K=1.i'.$flbA

00 1350 L1~

l-Vil CONTINUE

%:RITE0.,.8200) LŽhLT tmTSTUPPQ1NT

210)U 1 =0

010 21 A=. I( PG

MU11SE ( N , .1)
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Reproduced From

IFI.Q.~iIJ)GO O 30Best Available Copy

00 2110 J:1,NNOUT
IF(Pmw.Eg.mGUT(Jj. AiN0.NN.EQ.N0tJTfJ)) Go TO 2120

2110o CONTINUE
GO TO 2130

2t2O MUSE(N',M)=O

GO TO 2150
2130 MGM8=MGMR,1
2150 CONTINUE

IF (NSHEAR.E9,0) GO TO P500
1 0
00 2400 M=1#LR6AR
MM =Lw.G(IlA)
00 2400 NIr;1LS8AR

NN LSf3(W)
LIJSE(Nom) 1
IF (I.EQ.LOUT) GO TO 2a00
DO 2200 J=1#LOUT
IF (MM.EO.LROUT(J).ANO.NN.EO.LSOIJT(J)) GO TU 2300

2200 CONTINUE
GO TO 2400)

2300 L'JSE(N.M-) : 0

2400 CONTINUE
250f) CONTTNUIF

mGM62=P*MGH8
xj:180.fl/THETA0
IF(NPLToErQ.0) XJ=PI/THETAO

NBN02 = NR%.D - 10*N8NDI1
NSUVI = NSUVi/10
NBUV2 = FifiU~ - 10*fJ'8UV1
RET U RN

7000 FURMAT(fiI12)
7100 FORM~AT04,12.1)
7110 FORMAT (3r12pFI2o1)
7120f FORMAT (2112pF12.l)
719n FORMAT (9HON('~JOUT = 13)
717') FORMAT (lto 1['jvPUT DATA FOR DEPPCP (N'ODIFIED TO IfC'L1IIF EXTRA B.C.,

I ELASTIC APO TukSIt)NAL SPIkINGS AN'O IN'-PLANE FORCES))
7180 FORMAT (?I1s)
7185 FORMAT (7Hn'vKP = 131
7PO0 FORMAT( IOHOMG 12/ttH PS I

12/10H MRAR 12iloi4 NRAIP 12/10H LBAR 12)
7Ž10 FORMAT (10Hn~vGN' = iT)
7ppo FORMAT (1HN3- = (1015))
-12?35 FORMAT (10HO'4S'14 = 1IŽ/10H NSYPf-13 12/10HONPLT 1Ž/

2 10H i'JFIIV 12
3 10OH t.: HNO 121 10H NDERV 12)

7 p3 0 F 0k N;A T( 1714'H TE fA 0, 1 1" F16.8)
726n FORMAT(I 7H THITAC,, OEG E16.R/l7H As IN l~A

1 7 HE " P S !/ ( t11.E31
7300 FO1PMATU17HOT'j~i E16.8/17H SIGO, PSI EFI"e/17H EPP
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Reproduced From
Best Available Copy

I PSI sE16.6/1714 EPSIF. IN/IN E16.8)
7400 FORMAT(6HOFG = /(5E14*6))
7600 FORMAT (1OHONSG =12/10H NSR 12/10H KCOUP 12)
7700 FOPMAT (lfI~lOKSG (1015))
7800 FORMAT (23HOSIDEG = - 1

2 23H- ESTRG, L6/IN'**2 =F15.6/?3H GBARG. LB/#IN**2 = E15.6/
3 2314 RHOSTG, Lb/SEC2/TN4 =E15.6/23i4 SLGOGT, LB/IW'**2 =E15.6/
'4 23H STGUGC, Lb/1IN**2 E15.6)

7830 FORMAT (23HOETSiTRG, Le/IN**2 =E15.6/23H- EPSG, IN/IN
1E15.6)

7690 FORMAT CUOH 14SEGG =.13/1(%H KSIJPG 131
1 231' RIrJG, 1f(j**4, E15.b/22H HUGo IN -E16.b/
2 22HA~vFHC,, lrq**2 E16.6/
2 15X.9H HSTG, i'1'.21X,8HBSTG, IN)

19400 FORMAT (2(I,2X#E15.b))
80)00 FORMAT (1OHOI(Sr4 (1015))
90O50 FORMAT (23HOSIUEO F4.1/

2 23H~ ESTR6, LsJ/Ir'**2 = FI9.6/23H Gf3ARB, LB/IN**2 = E15.6/
3 23H4 lRHfSrg. Ll3/SEC2/INUS = E1'5.f6/23H SIGOST. LH/IN**2 =E15.6/
4 23H S1GOf4C, Lb/1N**2 =E56

8070 FORMAI (23IiOETS~TRH LR/IN**2 E15.b/23H EPS8,IrN/IN-
1E15.6)

ý090 FORMAT (11HN ~SEt;8 :13/10H KSUPR 13/10H NSTB 13)
8200 FORMAT(15HoOOELTIM,¶ SEC =E16.8i/154 TSTOP, SEC Ele,.8/15H PRIN'T

I = F16.8)
8300 FOPNIAT(9HnSTATION 12/5X,15t.4fq;JA, Pt**4 = E15.6/

1 5XV.14HMN08 1A' E15.b/5Y,1aiHbETCr INl E15.6/
2 5X,114H AVtE68, 11J**2 E115.6/
2 15X.9H W4STR, Irq,p1X,8Hf93T6, IN)

1600 FORI-AT (JOM(','JL = I?/10HoivSHEAR 121
1 I (ONtIiCIK = 12/17HOXLP, IN E16.8)

1700 FORMAT (6r4OLAftR13/27H Him. IN
I 27H RH.61M. L63-SEC**2/IV**U E16.8/
2 27" EiX, PSI = E16.8/
3 27H FT, PSI =EF1.8/
4 27H Xyrflj = E16.8~/
5 27H T H~q.' U 2t68

6 271- (;XT, Po, = l.k
7 27H SAT, P~i E16.8/

1900 FORMA2T I1l1nECP 1-'I E16B8/1IH GC, PSI E1,8
I 11H 0C, 1% = L;15

2000 FORMA T (8H0ri$NI? = 13)
P100 FORW~AT (5X,31a,E15.r,)
P2 0 0 FORMAT (37H [fI DR r'SPr, PSP13 (LB/it))
2 3 0 FORmk. (pHor,1TSC =(3)

?5nO FORMAT (5X.2InPE5.-5.')
6?(1 ( Fow'a, T (s4;fl!F 1 = 414)

P-710 Q :F<R*AT rq0r,,~ ()1 1 iJA 1Y112H rI'1E"F1
?60() FORMAT' n1&,. FLP<CES 25E13,.4/(I11x5Fi3.ufl
?`900 FrRkl',AT (lIQh, SC'AI.E FACTIrRS = 5E13.'J/(18Xr5E13.n))
5100 FORý14 T (r-'oc = P5.f,/bl r-C. E1"5.6/8N Gb F19,.P,
I1 nr, Fu 14 ' AT 0 OL)-tiA 4 , 12/10fHOLSHAeO 12/10HOLOULT =TP)

I P 0(.1 F Ok'A T rAALRU, = (l0T5))
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3400 FORMAT (16HOLRUUT, LSOUT /(5X,215))
3500 FORMAT(IHOSOUCKS :Et5.b)

END
* H = HM(NL.)

F 3:RHO /OH 3

FI=0M22*A **3/F3 Reproduced From
F2:F/F 3 Best Available COPY
F4= F3Y(A*CMII)

FS Dmi1*A**3/F3
F3:F3/(A*CM22)

DT=DELTIM
CALL DTSTEP (F1,F2#F3#Fa9 F5)
IF (IOT.GT.O0O) UE~LTIM = DT
NELP 1
NZP :2
IF (KTYPE .EG.5J G.U TO P730
NLZ(I) = I
ZC(1M -HBAR
NLZ(?) =
ZC(2) ZC(1 + H
IF (KTYPE.LT.3) GO TO ?74~5
NLZ(2) 3
ZC(1) ZCM1 + .5*HM(t)
ZC(2) ZC()-.*5(Hhi(3) -HM(?))

GU TO 2745
2730 HT =-HHAfl

HS =H.!4(l)

00 2740u T=1,11L
NLZ(2*T 1) =1

*NLZ(2*IJ I
ZC(P*L - 1) = H),
IF (I.GT.I) HS =H(IAC) H(1(I1)
HT= HT + HSb

2740 ZCt2*1) =HT
ýJP=2*ML

2745 IF (MI)AM.E4.2) 60 FU 2800)
00 2747 T=l,N\L
TCRIT(I) = SAruI)

2747 CCRIT(T) =SAC(1)
275f) CONTI~'i)F
2 ti 4) 0kETURri
300n KERR = I

END
*tOECK DSET3

SURROUINTF1 roS~T3

*CALL CiLKI
*C4LL C8LK2
*CALL Ct6LK3
*CALL CbLA(4
*LALL C6LK5
*CALL CIbLK7
*CALL Cql.KQ
*CALL CRLKIP.
*CALL C'3LK'II 1



*tALL 8LK13Reproduced From
*CALL HLX15Best Available Copy*CALL CNOVA

*CALL COLANK
*CALL C8LKJ8

PRINTOUT DESCRIPTION OF QEPRUP DATA

2800 ~hIrE(t6,9300)
IF(NPLT.ErJ.0) wI.,YTE (6,9400)
IF (NPLT.Eg. 1) ~~T(.5.
GO TO (?820#2840v2dbo. a88,2900'). tTYPE

2820 W'RITE (6.q6no)
GO TO 299n

2840 oiRITE (6,q700)
GO TO 2q5O

2860 WRITE~ (6,9800)
GO TO 2950

28830 w*RITE (bvq826)
GO TO 2q90

2900 W4RITE (6,9840)
29?50 VR ITE (he.I39(.))

IF (N@3IJVt.EO.1) 4'R IrE (6* 13600fl
IF (rBI-wvF.E.3) --vI TE (6013700)
IF (rPM,HJ.v1.&r4.5) 1'i"IrE (6i,1380o)
vjRTTF (bv13900j
IF (r'E'UVPO.I))O ~~IrE (6#1360f))
IF U'Mi!iV2.E(J.3) eI TE (!,,13700)n
IF (?d3'JV?.EQ.9) NI T F (6#13800)
wRITE~ (6,14000)
IF (tdN8)IF01.EUI) kuITE~ (6.#90P)
IF w~~N1Il2 sNTE (6,,492(l)
IF (hHfNio1.E'.I.3) ,H I TE (6,993n1)
IF (fMN~L). E0. () eR ITE ( 6 #qQ4(1 )
IF (jbhf)r I . Erý.5) ti I T~ F- (9950)
IF(N461hC I. GT .5) 1 T~E (6, q955)
IF (N6oP!P . E0 ,.) I ir I E (6 # 9960n
IF [UdINO2.hQ.2) e4ýIT (6, 998n)

I F (1# NH02e. E 0.4) -k I TE (be I
IF (sJF~ff.?.E0.5) it I rE (6, 1011150)
IFON0~2.Gr.5) I ~TE- Ch. 1 (V55)
IF (NI)ERV .E(- . 1 T. I I (6b 101010)
IF (kPFRV. E14.2) ~*i rE s,,j10200)
IF (b(COUIP.*E.1) ~-'RITE (6.10PSC1

00 2971) K!=,N'G

00 2q7 0 P,=I M

IF L;0S " )~* ~ TO ?97 0

2970) CONTI1ii'F
IF J RiTE(,14AQ
IF 'i1I(6 ?(0
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WRITE (ib.10850) XLP
17(NPLTE9.0) ARtrEC6&10900) THETAO
IF(NPLT.EO.1) ARITE(.1 t0(10) THETA0.A
IF (NOERV.Eg.2) GO TO 3500

WRITE (6,.12200) (H6AR(I).1.1.NL) gpo~G 1  o~

ogRITE (6.,123003 (EXm(I).I = ,NL) etJ
WRITE (b.12200) (NHT(I),I:1.,IL) PepCp
WRITE (6,12300) (EXr,(I),I:1.NL)

WRITE (6,12650) (GXT(I).I:1,tiL)
IF (KTYPF.NE.l.ANU.KTYPE.tF.3) GO TU 3300
NRirE (6,.12900) (SAT(l).IzlfJL)
*RITE (b,13000) (SAC(I)vIl.NtL)
GO TO 340A

3300 WRITE (6,127,10) (SAr(r).Tz1.fqL)
WRITE (6.12800) (SAC(I),I~1.'tL1

3400 IF (IK1YPE.hE.3.Al'4O.KTYPFE.NE.4) GO TO 3600
IF (KOAtA.NE.0) GO No 3600
'WRITE (6.13100) ECGCOC
GO TO 3600

3506 IF (KTYPE.EJ.3) vH~ITE (6t]3300) HPIAP
WRITE (6,11190) i4*RH0,EL#7t'U.STG0,EPEPSIF
vwRITE (6.134on) (YSPH.NTSC

3600 "iRITE (.1') (LFG (N~.M) N, =I, A~k) M= IMG)
vtRITE(6,11300) UELT1M#TSTOPPRIN-T
IF (NDERV.E(J.1) Giu To 4n2v
00 4000 K=1.LHAFR
ZH(K)ZGX(O') *H*u.5
ZF (K) :ZH( K) / A

4000 CONT l'i'E
ZACI = H /
ZA(2) =7R(2)/A
INZ(l) =I
INZ(2) = LBAf

4.020 NNSYM.G = 1
NNSYNHR = n
IF (NeNI~Nl.CT.3) lyiJSYr4iG = I

IF(146N2.6-T.3J ý$m

IF(MHNC2.Efl.b) N1,jY M 8 =
IF (NMJV1 I.GT .3) N'4jSY!4G I
I F ( N 811 V2 . GT . 3 1ISM

IF Uij -SYk'G.E (.1.Ai~U.oJSYMAG.EI4.0)) e4PITE (6#1320(;)
IF (IýS .lJ1AKNYR.L.).4ITF (6v1320G)
NGT = MBAR
tNBT = r94'1AP

9M =' P jbT
IF ~ i~ (NGT41)/P)
IF (4SYmH.E'4.1) -Cjt4 (NOsT.1)/P

N 2 = 3* kG t IAT(e b1 A -
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IF (NSYNCG.E0.1) PIM = 2.*FIiA
IF (NSVMB.EG.1) PIN =,?.*PIN
RZA/H
SUCK = ABSOU'CKS)
8UC Sx-ARS (8UCK'S) /R
XL:XLP/ (PI*A) ReprOduced ROM'
XL1:1 .O/XL BetlIa~be COPY
XL?2XL**2 

etvia

XL 3=2.0*XL I
XL4=2,O*XL2
XLS5:XL14 *
XL7=1 .O/XL2
CNIRJ = XL**2
IF (KTYPF.E0.3,Ai4O.N0EQV.EIO.P) CNi8 : 2,O*CN8
CN9 =CNE8/(2.0*k)
IF (NDERV.EQ.1) GL TO 4040
CNIOz .*N
CNlI = CI!9/(3.0*k)
GO TO 4050

'4040 CNIO z2*N*
CNII C1

'4050 XJ2 = xJ**2
XJ3:XJ*XL I

XJS:?.0*YJ3
CpPR? I PwTu;T*DELTL'I
XLP IZXL5
XLP2:ke. *XL*fk
IF (hISPR.fjtJ.0) 6,U TO 41075
XLP3 =2.ri*Xj/(A*P'I*9*XLP)
IF WSrYwr,*f:SYf-bi.E'I.1) Go 10 4075
ACCOUN!'T FUWk SVmM-.TbQY,
XLP3 =4.iO*XLP3/ LA(NY?+)sSMEt)
DD 40'60 L:1,IHSPI
I = N:SPG(L)
J = NSPPML

IF (I.EJ.M-R-Ak) oiIGK'(L) =0.5*RT(;K(L) *FLIIAT (NSY1.IG,1 )
IF (Jn*MA) 1(K(L) f'.5*MT.GK (L) *FLOAT (NSYI~j+l

40t,0 CONTINUEJ

4a075 IF (NIPF.E(3.0) Gj rU '4155
XLP6 = .fl*(PI*AL)**2*P/ (I*Tý4fTA0*XLP**3)
IF (WPfLT Ell1. 1) XLP6 XLP6*1hl0.0/PI
00 '415? 1=104

IF GOI1.~'.J)r4 TU '4192
TF (L.L1'.3.A'D.NSYm8.Eo.fO) SFTP(ýjHARv1) = .5*SFTP(?1+~it~w)
IF (T.GT.2.AImD.NbY'sG.EQ3.O) SF1'(-1bAP.I) =.*FP.PWI
JLIP(J= 2

'4152 COr'lIt HIE
'4199 CON Tl I-'IF

SIMPS('I S kiWLF.
MBAIP Alý f~~ :.Uzi r SE flOI MIMHEPS FORH FULL PAI--EL.

F [, -1-
GAMM F*)ý
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HJ(I) 2.0
PIMA(J?) = .0*PIm/(3.0*XLP**Z) Reproduced From

IF (NSYMG.E(J.1) PIMA(I) = S*PTMACI) Best Available Copy

IF RCI+/2Ee2) FPIN=4.

PINAC) = 1.0*I/.
IF (NSYMG'.EfJ.1) HJIMBA() = .0*IAI
IF (NSYM.E)/.leA12 PIMA(IR) =4.0 WA)/.

4 00 4200 IMI'f8A

IFRC) (fPrFo.1)IHEA NE~oP/
NMASS = NRARI*TEA0P

HK(1) 1 .0

IF (NSYPH.EQ.1) FI~NtAM 5)IAI
IF ('JSYN4P4.E(j.G) 2pi fH~K) = I~ 4.0 ~ R /

IF5 PM(NPTEQ) PlfA(I)'=GA1M(I*J(*I)80
420DO 0N0 I:1r'R

* DO 4000 1 = N8A*R

00(J ='3 1.(

DO 425~0 J=1IHA

00 430V10 1,r1 IRf-

DO Ti)0 1=13AO
L420O NUdSUAJ,I) = 3

11 = 1 (I

0i40 C u30NTIHIF G

IF (NTS.ELo.iqK) (UU TO 44300

IFLP5: .SP(P1)JX).A*2/(3.E(.i*LI'FA(YF4A GO *THEAO*4420

rGOTl 443

II = 11

4430 ~r-ITI123



T61 0.
TB2 0 Reproduced From
?4TSCX = 0 Best Available Copy
DO 40bS TZ1.NTSC
J = I
K =ISLOC(I)
IF ((K+I1)/2) 40d0#4083,4085

4080 j 1 A
GO TO 4085

4083 J =NHAP
4085 NTSCX =NTSCX + J

J = N1'SCX +' 1
DO 4096 IT 1,NTSC
J NTSC - +I1
K 2ISLOCrI)

IF (K.LT.O)) KK -vt3AR
IF (K.LT.-2) K'A &4iAR

IF (K.GT.n) KTSGL6(J-1) IKTSG6F(l)
IAK =IAIiS(K)
0 U 40Q4 L=IrKKP

LL IK -L*

ISLOCIJ) IAdK
IF (K.LT.fl) KTSGd5(J) = LL
HJGC(J) =bIGC(AI)
IF ((IAK-i)/2) Q'T4,(oA00,4fl8tý

uj088 IF (1lAK.Ffl.31 Thi =M 141 816C(J

IF (IAK.Ffl.,h) Tti.2 T8;? + f1;C(J)
IF (K1SGt.(J).E'.I'IAA) 18TCr(J) C%5*I9IGCMJ
GO 10 49'q2

c 0 19 0 1IF (11,K.Efl.1) T(61 TG1 + FiT(,C(J)
IF (IAK.FQ.2I T(;2 TG2 + f-'IiC(J)

IF (K~TSGR;(J).F-1j.U44A') RIGfC(J) =0.5i*f3TGC(J)
4o90'2 IF (K SC-1ýnJ).Eti..1 '3TGC(J) =i.5*t3TrjC(

'ar9lI CONT11MEI
a406 CUN'T IUE

NTSC =NTSCX
IF ( ,EQV.EI;.lI.L)N..KTYPF.Er'.3) GO~ TU 4:00

08 G
G L To '411)

4110O GG l rtJl*A**3
08

01) 411c3 T=I,?'SG

III P (I IF (S .r.~ i;L,, r0 413r)
(10 4 13, I:1~r
URX

41.25 0HfX 0,Ax + U2E?.t,(.iP1J

' ,lji x DR s. .. aFL(KS&T/rf.OFLIAT'1G1)

Li 5~ CIINT I''q-i
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TG2 z TG2*XL*A/(QG*FL0AT(Nf9AR-1)) Reproduced From
T81 =T~1*A/(O8*XJ*FL0AT(MBAR-1)) Best Available Copy
T02 = T82*A/(Ub*AJ*FLOAT(k8AR-1))
IF(NSYMG.EO.o) T(62=TGI
rF(NSY0R.E'Q.O) T82=TF1
bWRITE(6,LJ600) TG~.IPT81 TG2.T62.DG,OB,XLP4PXLF5

4600 FORMAT(jx,8El5.b)

4700 CALL PLANE
CALL bOLT

'4800 K=0
OA=1. 0/A
00 5200 1=1,f.GT
DO 5200.T1to6
IF(NUSF(J.I).E0.0fl GO TO ¶5?00
K=K+ I

nOsG(K) :0.6

Dn8(K)=n.0
IF(fiS14EAfW.LO.) G6U TO WO0
XSXZ (K) :0*

XSTZ (K)=O.
PESYZG(K'):0.

PESTZG (I') ).
5000 CONT If-UE

O0 51o0 M=10hPG

IF(1.4LSE(N.V).EtJ.o GLI TI S1inn
NN=(-j)NhT+ J

FGMN:FG (N.M * MCA
rDvqf)(p) = FG vN*F~t(f-4A)*FP5(t6N~) + PL".IJ(KJ
D"vG(KJ = FGVN*FP2 (~) *FPS fýrl + f-,tG(X1

5100 CONhTIN.UE

NGf~ijr K
LMAX = 1jAh*.G~iw1
NG146 =,G%
CUR : tPLT
IF 1-21i.E.) ;) To 53w'o
XLP8
XLP7 XLPt,/GG
XLPS XLF&r/GF
SET UP w0PE SmAPES,

nO 52-30 T=t.LRbAN
M LId,(T)
X1 = K

00 52-30 J=1
K K*

X GAM(J)*X:>
C(x~
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SNX =SINMt
FX71(K): )(M*CX

FXZ2(Is)= -SN4X*Xt**2
FTZI(K) rSNX

5230 FTZ2t'K) =XM*CX

00 52tin TI=,LSHAR erouedFoN 2 Lý8(I)RerdcdFo
XN = . Best Available Copy
DOU 5260 1.'=j#NAR
K K+ t
X BFTRrJ)*XN

StNX SIN(X
FX73(K')= tt

530n COT(INUCEiVO

9aCFO~tAiT(?G4 FL.AST)
Q~nF(JMA1 (lQP C RAL.1
Q7nFORiMAT (?IM4 PLASTIC, SINGLCC'Y~)

gsOFORMAT (2?" PLASTIC, mid TILAYFF4)

990FORMA T (37mH CLA"PEi) - CLAIr-PEO, f3FA.m DIRECTI(IN)
49AFORMAT 3St4 SI"'LE - SI?'PLE. PA'AMA DIRECTION)
99nFORMAT 3 1 FkEt - FkEE-, RrrA''A DhIVECTION)

990FORP AI7 (36~m CLA;APE(Y - SI*'PLE. HETIJA f)IRECTIO'ti)

4q50i FflPMAT (33)" CLA.WPED - FREE, GAETA 0jIRECrION)

99,55 Ft kMAT(3('t TjtR SPRITGS, GAYETA nlkfýCTIONh )

q6O0 FORA A(36H PELu~JL OýPITO? -CLr-PFISRTIC) RCT~f

99#40 FflMA T aI-tj HESPt*!,SE -PI~ -11E ELTASTICPLATICr)

0010~ FORMAT (39HO!d ?LA*4E CfltPLLr, B!LdETADREC1

'j*) FOkr(I Af7HCS rl:IJL 1;_)AL MO(A-L/
1 41 !,w'.tq1-;c UF mofýEs (r(;) - 3 /

2 47%,4 utB- U - i.A MOrjFS (.1_8) - 13/
3 L47HO~' NU-t-Et oF -;:'' JTErYRATI(11h Pt1TiTS (MB~Ak) 14

C t4 "1' HFH.(iF b~rA ITril LFATI(f1?, PQ1-JTS CNF3k) 13
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Reproduced Fromn
Best Available Copy

5S 47H NUMFIER OF Z INTEGRATIONi PCINTS CLBik) =13)

08P0 FORMAT (24HOMOUAL COMBINATIONS IJSEQJ

0830 FORMAT (IXP2I'4)

0)850 FORMAT' (35HO LENiGTH OF PANE4L& IN [XLP) E16.8)

0900 FORMAT(35H ObIDTH OF PANEL, IN (THETAO) E16.8)

1000 FORMAT(35H SU8TENDEO AN'GLE, D)EG (THETAO) E68
2 35H RAflIuS, IN (A) =E1b.8)

1100 FOPMAT(35H THI1CKN4ESS, Itt=E68
I 35H UEtjS1TT, iJ3-SEC**?,1t:**4 E16.8/
2 35H FLASTIC k'U'ULUS, PSI = Elb.8/
3 39H POISSUNIJS qArio =E68
4a 35H YTFLU STRESS, PST = Elb.8/
5 35H STPAIN rMARUEN1ING SLOPE. PSI =Elb.B/
6 35H 1ILTIMATE STqA1N,, vlir.I (EPSIFI: E16.8)

1200 FORMAT(2bI.n14rITAL PI'PERFECTIONS, Ih~/(5E1'a.6))

15UO FORMAI (I7,..lTHIL 1!FUiRMATIC'i/
I 412H INTEG~iArION STEP SIZE. SEC (nELTIm) = 166
2 02H STOP TI'-E, SEC (TSTOP) = : sh
3 42H PP!1r1 F~tUYjcE;jCY (P;ITT) = Eltb. 8

2950 FORWAlI~fHCGU.JT StuýFACF Pf)SITIO) (HRAR). I E1 ~1'.
1 13MrL AYE;ý 2? , 1/ 1x 1) )

2100 FORMAT (vP7t CUmULATIVE BIHCKrýESS, T.-,13Xt,hE!5$h)

231)0 FOkYAT (33H -IU'-'L'JS OF FLASTICTTY - X, PSI,7x,6EA5.f,)

240n~ FORMAT (aTH ý-UIJULUS OF F:LASTTCITY - THETA. PST L-E5.siJ

2500 FORM~AT fP??' POISSO-j(S P;ATTu; - x1xE56

260A FORMAT (?6H Pr)1SS4)b-(S kTfln - TPFTA,14ax,6E15.6)

V700 FOlRMAT (31H !Ei4ý,1LE tJLTftfTE STrý;ES, PS1,9Y.fiE15.s-,)

26(p FURMAT (39" C(j'-P"qESSIvE t-LTI',ATh STRESS,, PSJ,5YX,b615.6)

2900 FOP'AAT (2AH iL-o1LE YIýLV STRESS* PSI,12x~bE5.t5*,

3C&~)( FnRmJ&T 13,H CO!,-PESSIVE YTFLr) STPESS, PSf,8X.fFl5.6)

31no Fufý"AT 2bH,'Cf!it *-fYr).CJUIS PF FL4S1ICITY PARALLEL Tn rCf-ýE r,)F-TH L~
1, PSI
2 b31- SH-ýAý? O''UU F COPF (Gr) , PST
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Reproduced From
Best Available Copy

3 E14.6/CD 
) 1r4 62H4 CORE CELL SIZE C)I'

5 E15.6)

3200 FORMAT (a1140** nAk'NING ** ICONSISTENCY IN SY~mETRYI

3300 FORMAT (4?140 COURDIIATE SURFACE POSITION (HSAR), JIN Eli,.AF/)

3406 FORMAT (3AHQNU,48ER uF DISCRETE- ELASTIC SPRINGS = T.5
5 2H4ONIJREW OF BUUNOARY PflT"TS "ITH TORSIONAL SPRINGS 13

3500 FORMAT (37140 I14-PLANE (U-V) EDrE ClINSTRAINTS-

3bqO FORMAT (21H CLAMPED - CLA!4PEO0,)

370(0 FORMAT (15H. FREE - FREE,)

380n FORM'AT (18H CLAmPEI) - FREE.)

3q00) FnkRAf (I +,2v)A,1Q"HEA OIRECTION/;

I 33H40 ni;T-OF-PLANE 0%) CO1NSTPA!ITS-)

'41.10 FORMAT (3bt;0Sr4EAR O)EFURIAArIjf, OF CflqE 1NEGLECTL-1)

42uA FOPMAT (35HCS1.4EAR D)EF1,'R4A nON ()F CORqE INCLUDE())
END

*i)E-CP SIGMAA
SU8R~i1TP'F SIG,"' (j,J,I.4)

THIS1 S/P DETEROL4ES THE STRESS-ST'QAI.,, RELATI(.J-4HTPS Ffle
ELASTIC ANOf/QJl 0"LASTTC RES'PosSE.

SU~RP!'jTItjF, CU'MPLErELY REVISF0 P.'APCH, 1976.

K- PIOFX tJF TH4E II'TF-:(PATfflk PUT',T tin THE Z 01 qEFCTr In.
I - Jvj0E X jF Tiq. 'jIJTEGRATION V01-PTI T rH-E ý3T ofiýEC~ jrif..
J - Ittf0Fx C*F TtiE 1;wTE-GiATI!uN P'I-J P j TtHE GAV'/A fils'TCTMION.

*CALL C4iLKI
"CALL CtSLK3
*CALL CSLK'J
*CALL CR1.Kh
*CALL C4LPK7

: CALL CN~OVA
sCAI..L C8LANK

*CALL CRLx15

OATA TOL/9.flE-3/

IFIFST = I
EPO=bfi';8/F.L-
(ýPp

STs 0;
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CNl = (0.5 - TNU)/EL Reproduced FromCN3 = 1.0/EL
TNuSw TNU**2 Best Available COPY
CN4~ = (1.0l TNUSU)**2
CN2 =(1.0 ro~u + TNusQ]/ctN4

CN13 (1.0 - '.0*TfiU + TfNLI5'j)/CN4
CN4 =0.75/((1.0 + TNU)**2)
CN6 =EL/(1.0 - tJUJ**2)
CN7 =EL*').5/(1,O + TNU)
CN5 = l.0/CN7
LC a ()
LCMAX = too0
00 100 Lzt,LMAX
IF (NELP.EU.1) GO TO 70
ALXX(L) =0.o
ALTT(L = .
ALXT(L) =:.

BE1(L) = 0.0

9E3(L.) =0.0
TTNtJ(L = TNU

70 EPI8U(L):fl.0
t1]0 KY(L L

310 KSUM 0

IJ =LHAQ*(ki-1)
DO 3050) 1.L63AtH
L = IJ + K
H1 = ZF(K)
nETEW-411JE APOPO~kIArE '4EG190".
KEY = XL)
IF(PcEf.Gr*3) Gli TO 350
GO TO (4n11i.b01J,7I0G), KEY

39n IF((KEY~l)/2.EiJ.KEY,2 ) GO T-) bo
GO) TO 71)0

REGTO-j 1. ELASTIC C'JR'E.

J1)0 XSIJM =KS(IIi +
TF(F5UM.i.T.1) GQ TO 450
01 = CNJ6*(FXX + T.~iJ*ETT)
0 2 = Ctp,,(E T T + lU*ExX)
03 =CN7*EXr
OJo = c~i6t(x)xxx + rduftXKTT)
05 = C.'qb* (XKrTT [N1J*YKX(X)

IF(Ne1JCK EW,.. 9 *'R'. iCALL .GT. 0) G~O TO 430
IF(02 .GT. B3UCK) Gil To 430

430 COQJTIaiI-

S3A(m)= 3
8i4A(m) = 14
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SbA(M = D6Reproduced Fromn

450 GI = OF, H*0 Best Available Copy
G2 c 02 + H1*0S
G3 = 93 + HI'*fb

SIGB() = G1*(G1 - G2) + G2**2 + 3.0*G3**2
IF (NELP.Eg.2) GU TO 470
EPSO(L)=SIGBO
GO TO 3ufl0

470 IF(SIGBO.GE.SI6U2) GO TO 500
EPBQ(L = SIGdO
GO TO 3000

5011 KY(L) 2 KEY + I
LINEARLY INTERPIJLATE UM SIGM¶A OAR TO CORRECT FOR OVERSHOOT.
SiUSIG =SCJRT(SIGbiU)
82 = 5QWT(EP'ir)(1Lj)
81 =(SIGO - t62)/(S9SIG R2)
G1i SXX(L) + II1'(GI SYXXL))
G2 = ST(L) + t61*(G2 STT(L))
G3 = SXT(L) + 81*(G3 -SXT(L))

SIGXXI(L) = G1

SIGTTI(L) = G2
SIGXTt(L) = G3
T1 CN3*(G1 - T'1U*G2)
T2 = CN3*(GR - ftqu*G1)
13 =CNS*G3
EXXI(L) =rT
ETTIO.) 1 2
EXTI(L) =T3
EP80 SQRT(CA!2*(rl**2 + T?*2 Co~13*T1*T2 *CN4*T3**2)
EPR(L) 2 tP13u
E-PSO(L) =pl
IF (JFIRST.Ew4.0) JFIiRST 1
GO 10 3r)0(

REGIOoS 2 ANOi Q.* PLASTIC L04OI1.IG.

bon EPgDP = EP6(L)
H2= EXE + H*Xi(AX - REI(L)

H3 ET1 + HI*Av(TT - iE?(L)
HU= 'EXT + Ht*x~xr - 4E3(L)

CN2 2 TTrI(L)

EPR S;wT( .ý'- C,42 + C0W2)*(1bi2**2 +H3**2)-

(1.) - '.0*C'l'2 + Ci422)*H42*i03)I.0 - C;',22)*+*?+

0ELFP FPII) - PO
EPP= (EP*UFLEP+ EL*EPAO(L))/F-PFf),
IF (T"I'J.GrT.0.u C.'42 .5 - F.PP*C!'!j
IF (A3S (C~q-Trij LL) .LT. ni. oIWIS5) rn O b2O
IF (IT.Gr.21) G;) ro .ci9
TT(I' (I-) = :2
GO TO)~1

b51 týITE F 9))C'- ~rL T"I
GO TO j~~
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620 CN2 =TTNU(L) Reproduced From
IF (EP6D.LE.EP6UP) GO TO 6,50 Best Available Copy

630 EPSML = EPSO
IF (EPP.Gr.EL.OREPP.LT.E.P) GO TO 4000
S1 = EPPM(.0 - CN2**2)
S2 = 0.5*EPP/(I.0 + CN2)
Gi = S1,(H2 + CN~2*H3) +- ALXX(L)
G2 =SI*(N3 + C!'J2*H2) +ALTT(L)
G3 = S2*H4~ + ALX(T(L)
GO TO 3.000

SECojn) TEST' FOR U"JLOAOING r;'j EITHER REGION 2 OR 4.
650 Qi:X1A(M)-EXX1(tL) +' HI*XL4A(M)

Q2:X2A(M).ETTl(L) + HtN1SAUA)
1E5:X3A(M)-EXT1(L) + H1*X6A(M)
IF(EP.EQ.0.0)GU TO 660
PI=SXX(L)-SIGXXI(L) + ALXX(L)
P2=STT(L)-SIGTTI(L) + ALTT(L)
P3=SXT(L)-SIG(TI(L) + ALXT(L)
GO TO 67nl

660 P1=0.1
P2=0.0)
P3=0.0

fa 7 EI1=01 - H?2
E2fl2 - H3
E3=(43 - HU
G1=P1-CNh* (E1+ r-4!*E2)
G2:P2-C-N6*(E?+F:-JU*E1)
G3=P3-C!7 *E 3
Al:GI-PI
A2:t;2-P2
A3=G3-P3
SIGHO:Al*(Al-A2JiA2**2+3.0*Ai**2
IF (SIGeD.GE.sIGo.'Jio.fELEH..;E.0.n) GO rO 63ro

KY(L)=KEY.I N.

T rNU(L) :TJU3

dEl(L)=Q1 + i~EI(L)
8E2(L):=? + ;3E2(L)
fiE3(L):3 + 3E3(L)

ALXX (L):Pl
ALT T (U P2
ALXT (L)=P i
GO TO 3000~

REGIO'I 3. ELAST'IC 0',oLoArf!,r - PELi)Ai)I1NG.

700 El = EICL) - EXA - Ht*)(KXA
E2 = !IE2(L) - Err - HI1*YK.TT
E3 = E4(1-) - t--T- HI*XKXT
C1l AL Xx(L)
C2 = -LTT(I-)
C3 ALXT(L)

G 1 t kC'j +~
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Reproduced From
G2 = C2 CN6*(E? + Tw~U*E1) Best Available Copy
G3 =C3 - CN?*E!3
Al = G I - C I
A2 =G2 -C2t
A3 = G3 -C3
SIG80 = A1*(A1 - A2) + A2**2 + 3.0*A3**2
IF(SIGHiDGT,SIG02)GO TO 800
EP8O(L )=SIG8O
GO TO 3000

LINFARLY INTERPOLATE ON SIGMA S3AR TO CORRECT FOP~ OVERSHOOT,
$00 B? SQRT(EPq3O(L))

SUSIG z SORT(SIG6O)
IF(F32.GT.SIGtO) GO TO 84n
NC = 0

820 81 =(SQSTG - S1GOM/SUiSIG P21
NC = NC +. 1
IF(NC.GT.5) Go) ro 83t0
DELI = 1*(G1 - SXX(L))
OEL2 ;41*(G? - Srr(L))
DEL3 = 91*(G3 - SgT(L))
GI = G1 - DELI
G2 = G2 - OL
63 =G3 - UEL3
Al =6G - ALXX(L)
A2 = G - ALTV(LJ
A3 = G3 - ALKT(L)
S'QSIG =SQRT(A1*LA1.-A2) + A2**2 + 3.0*A3**?)
IF(AB(srOsIG-Shu;L),s1GO.GT.TrnL) GO TO 82()
GO TO 8i35

f330 WRITE(6,570(0) 1f4C,K, I.J.KEYSiJSlr;,8t ,B?1 T 11E
LC =LC +1
IF (LC.GT.LC;'.AA) (;1) TO 4100)

819 CONT I NIE
DELI = G - SXX(L)

DEL =G2 - STr(L)
DEL3 = 3 - SXr(ILA
TI= X IA (;o) +C.43*C)F-Ll - TFW*0EL?) + H1*Xt4A(M-)
T2 =XA (m) + C":3* ('EL2 - T',,I*DFlL1) + H1*X5A (-4)
T3 =X 3A (-A) +. C-4ý3*)EL3 +. Ht*Xb8.(;')
GO TO 88n0

Ti = XX +HtAxX~

T2 = TT *. H1*4:ý HT
T3 = EXT +. H1*ArIl
LC =LC + I
IF (LC.(GT.LC-A&X Gu T 0 4lt0 0

Pido' EXYI(L) T1
E T T 1(0L r
EXT1(L) f
H2 = r - ýAFl(L)

H3=T2 - 82L
H4= 3 - t.iEi(LJ

EP~3 Irt,~ri*~ + I4k~-C',l3*H2*H:1 +.C'l~~*P
EP (L) F 11
EPHIL) = EP"DC
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SIGXI(L GiReproduced From
SIGXTI (L) G1 Best Available Copy
31GXT1 (L) =G3
KY(L) =KEY + I
GO TO 3000

3000 SXX(L) = GI
STT(L) = G2
SXT(L) = G3

3050 CONTINUE
KSUMA(M) zKStJM

RET URNU

ERRiOP RFT1JRWi.
4000 mRITE (hs53(J0) EPP.K. I.J,T1mE,EPq).EP6OPuEPl3O(L)
'Jp00 WR'ITE (6,54nfO)

KERR = 1
RET URN~

5200 FORMAT (2?H M ;EUtATE RELfOAO~t,,G ,413,3E15.6)
5300 FORMAT (26HOtiPP 15 OUT OF RANGE, EPP =E14.6/

t 313,4E1S.6)
5400 FORMAT (2ltH0SOLIJTIUN IS UfqSTAFHLE)
5500 FORMAT (26H~ VALUiE O)F NUt -NONT COr-VERGE,2E15.b,19H TImE, SEC

1 E19.6)
5700 FORMAT (3AH CAN ;JUT TOTALLY COPR[ECT FOW OVERSP400T/StS,4E15.6)

END
*OECK SIGNAr3

THIS P.QOGQAN1 CUAPUtES INE1.4TIC STRESSES FOR 8TIFFEiNEqS.
KI - GAMMA STIFFENER.

K2- RETA STtFFEi4ER.
J - BETA P1,ATw qtJM$4ER.
I - ? "'A P0O 1\11 (JIPISEQ.
M - PROVP01' :'JuldEiR.

ONLY t)NF STIFFFIE:,ER IS ANALYZED) PER CALL.

*CALL C8LK1
*CALL C8LK7
*CALL CBLK15
*CALL C83LK16
*CALL C6LANK

IF (,NF IRST.G3TAi) 1;j To -300
NFIRsI' =
MAX = fNS X1A*(NS33't3 + ;1S*\J44
00 100 .LZ.04AA
ALX(L) =0.
f8EX(L)= )

10)0 KYX(L) =

500 KSOV =
IF (KI.Flý.f,) GOI I'*J 329
GAMAA r)TQPFCT lr*-..
TJ +I¶f*~rA 1.
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NS N SEGG(K1) Reproduced From
~KKK Z KI Best Available Copy
ELX = ESTRG(K1)
SIGX = SIGOGT(KI)
EPOX = EPOG(KI)
EPX z ErSTRG(Kl)
EX 2 EXX
XK = =XKXX
XIC =XIA(m)
X4C = X4A(M)
GO Ta 330
BETA DIRECTION,

320 Ii = 14SGm~i + (K2-1)*'14BAR J
NS = 148G9(K2)

ELX = ESTRB(K2J
SIGX =SjGUHT(K'(Ž)
EPOX 2 FPO03('N)
EPX ETSTPH(K2)~
EX = ETr
XK =XKTT

XC= X2A(M4 )

X4C =X5A($A)
330 LU = SMAx * (iJ-1)

0r 30¶5; (:1,1NS
L LO + K
HI !FH(K,KKK)
KsEY K.Y((L-)
IF (KEY.E91l) GO [W 40n
IF ((,KEY+l)/2.E&4,KEY/2) GO To 600
GO TO 700n

REGI1u'1 1. ELASTIC 'REGIU-J.

400O KStUM =KSUW- + I
IF (K3UM.G'r.1) G~U TO 450

04J X KELX
450 GI ')I1 + H1*04

IF (NFELP.E(J.1) 130 TO 3flfl
IF (AHS(Gt).L-T.JIGX) (io TO 3000

KyX(L) = KEY I
G2= STrGX

IF (GI.LT.O.0) '32 -STGX
GI =6
SIX1(L) G1

IF 0.1IFIST.E14,I) i-IFIRST=I
GO To i000

R$ýGJWJS 2 Affl) 4~. INJELASTIC RPGIONU.

15 0 n HP E~ X+ HI * AA - 4iE x U)
H2) I X(- + HI*AIC - !3Ex(I.)

H43= H;ý2
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IF (H3.LT.AB3(dHtJJ) GO TO 650
OELEP = H~3 - EPOX
EPP :(EPX*DELEP + SIGX)/H3
Gi: EPP*H2 + ALX(L'o
GO TO 3000
UNLOAD.

650 BEX(L) = a.fl*t3EX(L) + H20 -EXI(L
ALX(L) = ALX(Ll + SX(L) - SIXI(L
G1 = (EX + HI*XK - '3EX(L))*ELX +ALX(L)
P(YX(L) =KEY +. I
GO TO 3000

REGION 3. ELASTIC.

700 H2 = X + HI4*XK
Al =(H2I - t3FX(LI)*ELX
G1 = Al + ALA(L)
IF (AHS(A1).LESltGX) Go TO 3000
YIELD.
SXL SX(L)
81 A6S(SXL - ALX(L))
82 =(SIGX - 61)1/(At3S(Al) - 1
G1 R XL + 82(G - SXL)
SIX1(L) 61
EXI(L) xi +l * H*X~4C 0 (11 - SXL)/F~LX
KYX(L) KLY + I

.3000 SX(L) G1
3090 C1)N T 1w1.1E

KSIUM8(IJ) =KSQM

3100) RETURN
ENOI

G06 e f0091
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